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MODIFICATION OF APLYSIA FEEDING NETWORK BY L-DOPA AND DOPAMINEDEPENDENT LEARNING

Curtis L. Neveu

Advisory Professor: John H. Byrne, Ph. D.

Dopamine (DA) is a ubiquitous neuromodulator of neuronal networks in the
animal kingdom and has a well-established role in modulating motor behavior and
encoding reward information. Although the effects of DA and DA-dependent learning
at the behavioral and molecular levels are well-understood, many questions still
remain concerning the effects of DA at the network level. DA-dependent learning
effects on a neuronal circuit were examined by measuring the biophysical properties
before and after in vitro operant conditioning (OC) of the feeding circuit of Aplysia. OC
reduced the excitability of B4 and the B4-to-B51 synaptic connection, with a trend
towards an enhancement of the B4-to-B8 synaptic connection. These data indicate
that OC can decrease the excitability of neurons and modify synaptic connections.
The effects of L-DOPA were examined by applying either low or high concentrations
of L-DOPA (40 or 250 M) and then monitoring activity of up to 130 neurons
simultaneously using a voltage-sensitive dye (RH-155). L-DOPA selected one of two
distinct buccal motor patterns (BMPs): intermediate (low L-DOPA) or bite patterns
(high L-DOPA). The selection of intermediate BMPs was associated with shortening
of the second phase of the BMP (retraction), whereas the selection of bite BMPs was
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associated with shortening of both phases of the BMP (protraction and retraction).
Selection of intermediate BMPs was also associated with truncation of individual
neuron spike activity (decreased burst duration but no change in spike frequency or
burst latency) in neurons active during retraction and in neurons projecting an axon
through nerves Rn or n3. In contrast, selection of bite BMPs was associated with
compression of spike activity (decreased burst latency and duration, and increased
spike frequency) in neurons projecting through nerves Rn, n2, and n3, as well as
increased spike frequency of protraction neurons. The large-scale voltage-sensitive
dye (VSD) recordings delineated the spatial distribution of neurons active during
BMPs and the modification of that distribution by the two concentrations of L-DOPA.
Finally, a system was established for identifying neurons in VSD recordings which will
enable a detailed analysis of the effects of L-DOPA and OC.
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Introduction
1.1 Feeding circuit of Aplysia
Aplysia is well known as a model for understanding mechanisms underlying
learning and memory. Studies using Aplysia have advanced the understanding of
learning and memory mechanisms because of the simplicity of its behavior and the
accessibility of its nervous system. The feeding behavior of Aplysia is ideal for
studying learning and memory because the behavior is modified by both classical and
operant learning paradigms and is simple enough to be mediated by central pattern
generating (CPG) neurons within a single ganglia (i.e., buccal ganglia) (Fig. 1.1B)
(Nargeot et al., 1997, 1999a,b, 2007, 2009; Brembs et al., 2002; Mozzachiodi et al.,
2008; Seiling et al., 2009). In addition, isolated buccal ganglia continue to produce
motor patterns (BMP) (Susswein and Byrne, 1988). A group of highly interconnected
neurons within the buccal ganglia initiates patterns and mediates the first phase (i.e.,
protraction) of the BMP (Fig. 1.1C) (Hurwitz et al., 1994, 1996,1997; Kabotyanski et
al., 1998; Susswein and Byrne, 1988; Teyke et al., 1993).

These neurons

subsequently activate a second group of highly interconnected buccal ganglia neurons
that mediate the retraction phase of the BMP and terminate the protraction phase
through feedback inhibition (Church and Lloyd, 1994; Cropper et al., 2004; Evans and
Cropper 1998; Hurwitz and Susswein 1996; Plummer and Kirk, 1990; Sasaki et al.,
2013). The BMP is then terminated by neurons active during the post-retraction phase
(Nargeot et al., 1999c). BMPs can be categorized into patterns that correspond to
ingestion behaviors (iBMP) that bring food into the animal, patterns that correspond
to rejection behaviors (rBMP) that move food out of the animal, and patterns that
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correspond to intermediate behaviors that cause little to no movement of the food.
Ingestion behaviors can be separated further into bites which cause a small inward
movement and swallows which cause a large movement of food. In Chapter 2,
patterns associated with bites and swallows will be combined into iBMPs, whereas in
Chapter 4 bite patterns will be considered as a separate group. Some neurons such
as B51 and B8 are more active during iBMPs, while other neurons such as B4 are
more active during rBMPs, and some neurons within the pattern initiating group are
active in both iBMPs and rBMPs such as B63, B65, B30 (Evans et al., 1998; Hurwitz
et al., 1997; Morton and Chiel 1993b; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b, 2009; Seiling et al.,
2014). The size, position, morphology, activity, and synaptic connections of each
neuron is consistent between animals. Therefore, these properties can be used to
locate and record from the same neuron across multiple preparations (Fig. 1.1B).
Neurons within the buccal ganglia receive dopaminergic input either from the
esophageal nerve or from a small group of neurons within the buccal ganglia. The
buccal dopamine pathways will be described in more detail in Section 1.3.2. There
are several limitations of the isolated buccal ganglia. For example, afferent sensory
information and input from higher order structures are removed.

Despite these

differences, the buccal ganglia produce motor patterns that are remarkably similar to
motor patterns in vivo. Although learning and memory are well established in Aplysia
many questions still remain about the effects of DA-dependent learning.
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Figure 1.1 Overview of the feeding CPG
A1, Example nerve recording of a rejection BMP. Each phase is indicated by grey
shading. Closure activity is defined by large unit activity in the radula nerve. The
majority of closure activity occurs during the protraction phase. A2, Example nerve
recording of an ingestion BMP. The majority of closure activity occurs during
retraction. B, The locations of some key neurons within the feeding CPG. C, A
diagram showing the groups of neurons that mediate the phases of the BMP.
DAergic neurons are red.
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1.1.1 Neuron B4
In general, neurons in the buccal ganglia are numbered in the order at which
they were first identified.

So, B4 and its nearly identical counterpart B5 were

discovered early in the investigation of buccal ganglia neurocircuitry. Daniel Gardner
was the first to characterize this neuron and found that it synapses on many (if not all)
neurons in the feeding CPG (Gardner and Kandel, 1971). Characterization of this
neuron revealed that it released acetylcholine (ACh) and elicited both excitatory and
inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (PSPs) (1977; Gardner and Kandel, 1971, 1977).
Moreover, the PSPs of many of the B4 synaptic connections are biphasic in that they
exhibit a fast excitatory component mediated by Na+ and then a slower inhibitory
component mediated by Cl- (Garder and Kandel, 1973, 1977). These two components
can be differentiated based on their sensitivities to different nicotinic ACh receptor
inhibitors. The excitatory component is more sensitive to hexamethonium whereas
the inhibitory component is more sensitive to curare (Gardner and Kandel, 1977). In
addition, B4 is electrically coupled to many neurons in the buccal ganglia (Gardner
1977; Sasaki et al., 2013). A diagram of all the known synaptic targets of B4 is
illustrated in Fig. 1.2A. B4 is active during every BMP but shows a greater level of
activity during rBMPs as compared to iBMPs (Church and Lloyd, 1994; Susswein and
Byrne, 1988; Sasaki et al., 2009). B4 biases the CPG towards rBMPs by its inhibitory
synapses to neurons that promote iBMPs such as B51 and B8. Neuron B4 is a motor
neuron that sends an axonal projection through the ipsilateral n3 and receives
proprioceptive input from cerebral buccal interneurons (Church and Lloyd, 1991;
Rosen et al., 1982). Taken together, these properties of B4 suggest that this neuron
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may use proprioceptive input to reduce closure activity and strength of the retraction
phase.
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Figure 1.2 Synaptic connections and activity of B4.
A, Diagram showing the targets of B4. The majority of the connections are
inhibitory. B, Representative recordings of BMPs elicited by continuous, 4 Hz
stimulation of n.2,3. The protraction phase was monitored via activity in I2 n.
(orange trace, orange bar). The retraction phase was monitored via extracellular
recording from n.2,1 (blue traces, blue bar). Closure motor activity was monitored
by intracellular recordings from motor neuron B8 (purple traces, purple bar). B1,
Rejection-like BMP (rBMP). B8 activity was restricted to the protraction phase.
B2, Ingestion-like (iBMP). The majority of B8 activity (> 50%) occurred during the
retraction phase.
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1.1.2 Neuron B8
The designation B8 corresponds to a pair of neurons named B8a and B8b.
Each B8 neuron sends bilateral axonal projections through the left and right radula
nerves (Morton and Chiel, 1993b). B8a and B8b have identical properties, so these
neurons will both be referred to hereafter as B8. The neuron B8 was first identified by
Daniel Gardner (Gardner and Kandel, 1971). B8 became recognized as a key output
neuron of the buccal ganglia when Morton and Chiel discovered that activity of this
neuron mediates radula closure (Morton and Chiel, 1993b), indicating that B8 activity
alone can be used to classify motor patterns into either iBMPs or rBMPs (e.g., Morgan
et al., 2002; Church and Lloyd, 1994). Since then, a major focus of research on
Aplysia feeding behavior has been on neurons which modulate B8 activity (Evans et
al., 1998; Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b; Teyke et al., 1993). Two
important neurons in this regard are B51 and B4 which enhance or suppress B8
activity, respectively (Evans et al., 1998; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b; Plummer and Kirk,
1990). B8 also has a pronounced sag potential which shunts hyperpolarizing current
injections and elicits rebound spike activity when the hyperpolarizing current injection
is released (Kabotyanski et al., 2000). In principle, changes in the excitability of B4 or
its synaptic connections to B51 or B8, or changes in the B8 sag potential could have
strong effects on B8 activity during BMPs.
1.1.3 Neuron B51
B51 is one of only two identified retraction neurons that activate neuron B8
during retraction. B51 was first characterized by Plummer and Kirk (1990) and its
excitatory input to B8 was characterized by Evans and colleagues (Evans et al., 1998).
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The most notable feature of B51 is its pronounced intrinsic Ca2+ -independent plateau
potential (Fig. 1.4) which can be generated by a BMP or initiated by a depolarizing
current injection in ganglia and when isolated in cell culture (Lorenzetti et al., 2008;
Mozzachiodi et al., 2008; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b; Plummer and Kirk, 1990). To date,
no chemical excitatory input has been found for B51. It appears that B51 is activated
during a BMP by a combination of proprioceptive input from the radula surface and
electrical coupling from retraction neurons. Indeed, distension of the radula tissue or
activation of radula closure neurons B8 or B44 elicits spike activity of B51 (Evans et
al., 1998). Increasing the resistance to backward rotation of the radula increases B51
activity during retraction (Evans et al., 1998). B51 provides chemical excitatory and
electrical synaptic input to B64, another plateau generating neuron which maintains
the retraction phase, as well as an inhibitory connection to B52, a BMP terminating
neuron. The excitatory connection of B51-to-B64 and inhibitory connection of B51-toB52 would extend the retraction phase. B51 also is electrically coupled to retraction
motor neurons. Therefore, B51 activity would also increase the force of the retraction
movement. For example, a large piece of food requiring a greater retraction force
would increase proprioceptive input to B51 which would extend retraction, increase
the retraction force, and increase the force of radula closure via its excitatory input to
B8. OC increases the excitability of B51, which would increase the likelihood of
eliciting a plateau potential during a BMP (more details provided in Section 1.4).
These properties make B51 a crucial neuron for mediating ingestion behaviors
(specifically swallowing) in order to bring food into the animal. What remains unclear
is whether chemical synapses to and from B51 are altered by learning.
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Figure 1.3 Synaptic connections and activity of B51.
A, Diagram of the synaptic connections of B51. B64 and B71 drive B51 activity.
B4 and other neurons suppress B51 activity. B51 extends retraction by activating
B64 and inhibiting B52. B51 also activates B8 and retraction neurons. B,
Representative recordings of B51 during an rBMP and iBMP. Note the
pronounced plateau potential in B51 during iBMPs.
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1.2 Neuron identification
In invertebrates, neurons are traditionally identified by size, position, axonal
projections and activity during motor patterns or by synaptic connections (Gardner,
1977; Gardner and Kandel, 1971, 1973, 1977).

In addition, active membrane

properties (e.g., plateau potential in B51) or input/output excitability curves can be
used (e.g., B52) (Plummer and Kirk, 1990). However, information pertaining to the
synaptic connections, active membrane properties or excitability curves is often
unavailable during voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging.
Identifying neurons in optical recordings of invertebrates has been attempted
by William Kristan and colleagues (Frady et al., 2016; Kapoor et al., 2015).

This

method involved building a medium-dimensional feature space of the properties of
neurons, then using semi-supervised machine learning to build an atlas of neurons of
the leech midbody ganglia. This atlas was built by first locating neurons which can be
identified with certainty, then identifying the remaining neurons by their activity and
relative position to the first set of neurons (Frady et al., 2016; Kapoor et al., 2015).
Neuron identification methods would greatly benefit VSD recordings of Aplysia,
however no attempts have been made to identify neurons in optical recordings of
Aplysia.
1.3 Voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging
Voltage-sensitive dye imaging has emerged as an important tool for recording
neuronal activity because it can record from many neurons simultaneously. The first
optical imaging of membrane potential changes of neurons was achieved in the 1950’s
where the light scattering of nerves were used to measure the waveform of an action
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potential (for review see Cohen, 2010). The first study that used dyes to record
membrane potentials was Tasaki et al. (1968). During the next several years, studies
found that certain dyes change their absorbance during membrane depolarizations
(Davila et al., 1974; Cohen et al., 1974; Ross et al., 1974, 1977). Afterwards, the
voltage sensitivities of dyes were systematically investigated in search of improved
dyes that signaled changes in membrane potential by either changes in light
absorbance or changes in fluorescence (e.g., Bashford 1981; Fromherz and Mϋller
1993; Grinvald et al., 1989). Of these dyes, RH-155 has proven to be effective
especially in recording neuronal activity in invertebrate nervous tissues (Bruno et al.,
2015; London et al., 1987; Hill et al., 2010, 2012) and also in the mammalian brain
(Zhang et al., 2010). The mechanism underlying the changes in optical properties
varies between dyes. Although the mechanism has not been investigated specifically
for RH-155, voltage sensing of this dye likely involves the a movement of the charge
distribution of the dye from the extracellular surface of the cell membrane to the center
of the cell membrane during membrane depolarization (Waggoner et al., 1977). RH155 has been used to detect neuronal activity in the buccal ganglia of Nanavax and in
recordings of the Aplysia abdominal ganglia (London et al., 1987; Zečević et al., 1989).
Morton et al. used another absorbance dye JPW 1124 to record activity in the buccal
ganglia of Aplysia. These results illustrate that VSD has enormous potential to provide
novel insight into the Aplysia feeding network and its modification by DA and DAdependent forms of learning and memory.
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1.4 Dopamine (DA)
1.4.1 DA in animal behavior
DA is a ubiquitous neuromodulator in the animal kingdom and is well known to
be an important signaling molecule in motor behavior (e.g., Schultz et al., 2013; Wise,
2004). In mammals, the majority of dopamine is released by a small population of
neurons located in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra (SN)
which send diffuse projections to the cortex and striatum. Single neuron recording of
rodents and primates have indicated that dopamine signaling from the VTA and SN
mediates reward and aversive prediction error (Schultz, 1997, 2016) and differentially
modulates medium spiny neurons expressing either dopamine D1 or D2 receptors
(Soares-Cunha et.al., 2016). In addition to reward prediction error, the neurons within
the SN are important for initiating motor movements. The devastating deficits in
voluntary motor behavior in Parkinson’s disease serves as a potent example of the
importance of these neurons in motor behavior (for review Goetz, 2011). Thus, in
mammals DA mediates initiation of voluntary motor behavior and encodes information
about rewards.
For Aplysia feeding behavior, BMPs are initiated by a small number of DA
neurons located within the buccal ganglia while rewarding stimuli are encoded by the
DAergic nerve En2.

Blocking DA transmission by the DA receptor inhibitor

methylergonovine suppresses the generation and reinforcement of BMPs by OC
(Nargeot et al., 1999c). The DA neurons within the buccal ganglia include B20, B65
and an unidentified unilateral neuron. B20 and B65 are active during the protraction
phase and are both able to initiate BMPs (Jing and Weiss, 2001; Kabotyanski et al.,
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1998; Rosen et al., 1991; Teyke et al., 1993). B20 biases the feeding CPG towards
rBMPs through its excitatory input to B8 and B4, while B65 biases the feeding CPG
towards iBMPs through a slow EPSP to B8 (Jing and Weiss, 2001; Kabotyanski et al.,
1998). En2 projects diffusely across the ganglia. For example, En2 stimulation elicits
a fast EPSP in B4, a slow EPSP in B20 and B65, a slow IPSP in B40, and a combined
fast IPSP and slow EPSP in B51, B52, and B64 (Nargeot et al., 1999c).
1.4.2 L-DOPA and the synthesis of DA
DA is a catecholamine neurotransmitter that is synthesized in the nerve
terminal. The synthesis of DA begins with the conversion of L-tyrosine to the precursor
L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) by tyrosine hydroxylase using the coenzyme
tetrahydrobiopterin and diatomic oxygen (Daubner et al., 2011). Tyrosine hydroxylase
is the rate limiting enzyme for DA biosynthesis and is regulated by phosphorylation
and feedback inhibition from DA (Daubner et al., 2011; Levitt et al., 1965). L-DOPA
is then rapidly converted to DA by L-aromatic amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) using
the coenzyme pyridoxal 5’-phosphate (Bertoldi, 2014).

After synthesis, DA is

packaged into synaptic vesicles via VMAT-2 (German et al., 2015), released via
exocytosis, and taken back up into the presynaptic terminal by the dopamine
transporter (Nirenberg et al., 1996). The rate at which AADC synthesizes dopamine
is limited by the availability of L-DOPA. Thus, tyrosine hydroxylase tightly regulates
the synthesis of DA. To bypass the regulation of tyrosine hydroxylase, L-DOPA can
be exogenously added.

The strong effect of L-DOPA supplementation was

discovered by the pioneering efforts of Arvid Carlsson, Oleh Hornykeiwicz, and Walter
Birkmayer. Carlsson found that reserpine induced Parkinsonian symptoms (e.g.,
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decrease in behavior) by depletion of catecholamine neurotransmitters and these
symptoms were rapidly ameliorated (within 15 minutes) by L-DOPA supplementation
(for reviews see Abbott, 2010; Carlsson, 2001). Noradrenaline remained depleted
when L-DOPA was administered to reserpine treated animals. However, DA levels
were increased in reserpine treated animals and the increase in DA closely matched
the time course of the increase behavior (Carlsson, 2001). His results were famously
rejected by mainstream science but gained support after Oleh Hornykeiwicz and
Walter Birkmayer demonstrated that L-DOPA reversed the effects of Parkinson’s
disease in 20 patients for a few hours (Abbot, 2010). The use of L-DOPA to treat
Parkinson’s disease was approved in 1970. The national center for bioinformatics
(NCBI) protein database includes predicted proteins within the Aplysia californica
genome that are homologous to tyrosine hydroxylase, AADC, and VMAT-2 indicating
that the synthesis and transport of dopamine is conserved in Aplysia.

Indeed,

application of L-DOPA to isolated buccal ganglia of Aplysia enhances motor pattern
activity possibly by increasing the release of DA (Kabotyanski et al., 1998, 2000).
1.4.3 Effects of DA on mammalian neurons
1.4.3.1 Effect of DA on intrinsic excitability
This section reviews the effects of DA application on mammalian inhibitory and
cholinergic neurons in the striatum when these neurons were held near resting
potential. The focus is restricted to striatal neurons because these neurons have been
implicated in OC (e.g. Reynolds and Wickens, 2002). See Section 1.5.3-4 for a review
on OC-induced changes in the biophysical properties of neurons. DA does not affect
resting membrane potential or input resistance of medium spiny neurons (MSNs)
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(Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012). DA increases the excitability of D1-expressing MSNs by
prolonging and increasing the spike frequency of the “up” state. D1 receptor activation
increases inward rectifying K+ current (Kir), decreases A-type K+ current (KA),
increases L-type Ca2+ current, and decreases P/Q and N-type Ca2+ currents and
voltage-gated Na+ current (Gerfen and Sermeier, 2011; Hernández-López et al., 1997;
Pacheco-Cano et al., 1996; Schiffmann et al., 1995; Surmeier et al., 1995, 2007).
Although some of these changes would theoretically decrease excitability of the
neuron (↑Kir and ↓Nav), the combination of all of these changes has a net excitatory
effect on D1 expressing MSNs (Gerfen and Surmeier, 2011; Tritsch and Sabatini,
2014; Surmeier et al., 2007). On the other hand, D2 receptor activation results in a
net decrease in excitability of MSNs by decreasing Kir, reducing L-type and R-type
Ca2+ current, and enhancing depolarization-activated and ATP-sensitive K+ currents
(Hernández-López et al., 2000; Higley and Sabatini, 2010; Sun et al., 2000).
In addition to MSNs, DA also modulates the excitability of striatal interneurons.
DA activation of D1 receptors transiently depolarizes fast low threshold spiking (LTS)
neurons which inhibit a wide range of MSNs (Centonze et al., 2002). DA activation of
D5 receptors transiently depolarizes fast spiking (FS) neurons which inhibit D1
expressing MSNs (Bracci et al., 2002; Centonze et al., 2003).

These transient

depolarizations last only a few seconds after application of DA or DA receptor
agonists. For Cholinergic neurons (a.k.a. tonically active neurons, TANs), reward
predicting stimuli elicit a burst-pause-burst sequence of activity (Apicella 2007;
Goldberg and Reynolds, 2011; Wieland et al., 2014). The pause in activity is D2dependent and mediated by an increase in Na+ inactivation and decrease in rebound
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excitation (Maurice et al., 2004; Wieland et al., 2014). The late burst of activity is D1
receptor dependent (Aosaki et al., 1998; Wieland et al., 2014).
1.4.3.2 Effect of DA on synaptic connections
This section reviews the effects of DA application on synaptic connections
within the striatum when these neurons are held near resting potential.

DA

differentially affects the presynaptic release and postsynaptic PSP response (for
review see Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012). DA primarily decreases neurotransmitter
release in the striatum (Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012).

This includes DA-induced

decrease of release at the glutamatergic cortical synapses onto MSN (Bamford et al.,
2004; Higley and Sabitini, 2010; Wang et al., 2012), the GABAergic synapse onto
MSN (Delgado et al., 2000; Kohnomi et al., 2012), the GABAergic synapses between
MSNs (Guzmán et al., 2003; Taverna et al., 2005; Tecuapetla et al., 2009), GABAergic
but not glutamatergic synapses onto fast spiking (FS) interneurons (Bracci et al., 2002;
Centonze et al., 2003) and GABAergic and cholinergic inputs to tonically active
neurons (TANs) (Centronze et al., 2003; Momiyama et al., 2001; Pisani et al., 2000).
Notable exceptions include mixed responses to D2 agonist on FS GABAergic
synapses onto MSNs (Kohnomi et al., 2012) and enhancement of GABAergic
synapses between MSNs by D1 receptor agonist (Guzmán et al., 2003). In one study,
D1 agonist increased spontaneous release at the glutamatergic corticostriatal
synapse whereas D2 agonist decreased spontaneous release (André et al., 2010).
The DA-induced decrease in neurotransmitter release seems to be primarily mediated
by activation of G-protein  signaling, which inhibits Ca2+ channels that mediate
neurotransmitter release (P/Q-type and N-type) (Surmeier et al., 1995; Tritsch and
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Sabatini, 2012; Yan et al., 1997; Simms and Zamponi, 2014).

Other signaling

cascades are likely involved. For example, endocannabinoid trans-synaptic signaling
plays a role in modulating presynaptic release of the corticostriatal synapse (André et
al., 2010).
The effect of DA on the postsynaptic neurotransmitter receptors is complex.
D1 or D2 receptor activation leads primarily to an increase or decrease in postsynaptic
receptor activation respectively (Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012). D1 receptor activation
enhances response to NMDA and AMPA receptor agonists in dissociated striatal
neurons whereas D2 receptor activation decreases response to NMDA and AMPA
receptor agonist in dissociated MSNs (André et al., 2010; Flores-Hernández et al.,
2002; Jocoy et al., 2011). D1 receptors facilitate AMPA receptors by activating PKAmediated S845 phosphorylation of these receptors, and also by suppressing PP1 via
activation of DARPP-32 (Snyder et al., 2000). On the other hand, D2 receptors inhibit
PKA-mediated S845 phosphorylation of AMPA receptors, enhance PP1 activity, and
decrease DARPP-32 activity (Håkansson et al., 2006). AMPA S845 phosphorylation
increases channel open probability and is likely involved in DA-induced increases in
surface expression (Shepherd and Huganir, 2007; Sun et al., 2008). However, it
should be noted that changes in synaptically localized NMDA and AMPA receptors
have yet to be observed (Higley and Sabatini, 2010; Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012).
Despite the differential regulation of neurotransmitter release and postsynaptic
response, the net effect of DA is generally to decrease synaptic efficacy (e.g., Bamford
et al., 2004; Higley and Sabatini, 2010; Wang et al., 2012). For inhibitory synapses,
D1 agonist decreases GABAA responses to GABA in dissociated MSNs and in TANs
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in a PKA-dependent manner (Flores-Hernández et al., 2002; Yan and Surmeier,
1997). However, the amplitude of spontaneous IPSCs was not affected indicating that
the decrease in inhibitory synaptic connections is primarily mediated by a decrease in
presynaptic release (Centonze et al., 2003; Delgado et al., 2000).
1.4.4 Effects of L-DOPA and DA on the feeding CPG
As mentioned earlier, DA plays an important role in feeding behavior of Aplysia.
Application of L-DOPA (250 M), DA (50 M) and 5-HT (5 M) to buccal ganglia in a
semi-intact preparation increased the number of ingestion behaviors as well as the
total number of feeding behaviors. L-DOPA and DA increased mainly bite behaviors
whereas 5-HT increased mainly swallow behaviors (Kabotyanski et al., 2000). DA
also increased the number of iBMPs (presumably bites) in isolated buccal ganglia
whereas 5-HT tended to decrease BMPs. DA decreased the excitability of neurons
B4, B34, and B51 and their activity during BMPs (Kabotyanski et al., 2000). Neurons
B4 and B34 bias the CPG towards rejections whereas B51 bias the CPG towards
swallows (Jing and Wiess, 2001). DA also appeared to decrease B63 excitability and
the strength of the B4-to-B8 inhibitory and the B64-to-B4 excitatory synapse, which
would decrease B4 activation disinhibiting B8 and biasing the CPG towards iBMPs
(Kabotyanski et al., 2000). In addition, DA enhanced the B64-to-B31/32 and the
strength of the B64-to-B34 inhibitory synapse which may increase the number of
BMPs by reducing the duration of the protraction phase (Kabotyanski et al., 2000).
DA also increased the rebound excitation of B8 which may help to excite this neuron
during retraction (see Section 2.3.8.2). Similar results were obtained with L-DOPA,
which decreased the excitability of B4, B34, and B65 and enhanced the strength of
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synaptic connections from B64 and B31/32 while decreasing the strength of the B64to-B4 synaptic connection (Kabotyanski et al., 2000). These data highlight the strong
effect L-DOPA and DA has on the feeding CPG. Several questions still remain
unanswered. For example, how are these cellular changes manifested in circuit-wide
activity? Are there consistent changes to the activity of protraction or retraction
neurons? Are the changes induced by L-DOPA similar to those induced by DAdependent forms of learning like OC? What are the physiological consequences of
some of these changes?
1.5 Operant conditioning (OC)
1.5.1 Overview
Operant conditioning (OC) is when an animal learns the consequences of its
behavior (Thorndike, 1911; Skinner, 1938). Traditionally, OC refers to the increased
or decreased expression of a learned behavior when a contingency is formed between
the behavior and a salient stimuli (e.g. lever press is paired with food or the emetic
lithium chloride). In this thesis, OC is operationally defined as an increase in a specific
behavior (i.e., ingestion) in an animal that receives rewards contingent with that
specific behavior.
The study of OC began with Edward Lee Thorndike who used “puzzle boxes”
to investigate the ways in which animals acquire behavior (Thorndike, 1911; for review
see Leahey, 2000). Thorndike avoided the prevailing method of inferring thought
processes or intentions underlying behavior, but rather considered an animal’s
behavior as acts of trial and error. Behaviors which resulted in reward were repeated.
This was Thorndike’s law of effect which he stated, “Of several responses made to
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the same situation, those which are accompanied or closely followed by satisfaction
to the animal will, other things being equal, be more firmly connected with the situation,
so that, when it [the situation] occurs they [the responses] will be more likely to recur
(Thorndike, 1911).”
B.F. Skinner created a more simplified learning paradigm now called the
Skinner box to reinforce (increase the expression of) lever pressing (Skinner, 1938).
This widely used technique has been adapted to a variety of training protocols (for
review see Staddon and Cerutti, 2003). The main advantage of the Skinner box was
that it allowed for the “free operant” procedure. In the free operant procedure, the
animal is free to respond as many times as the animal desires. This allowed the
experimenter to estimate the level of learning by a simple metric: the number of lever
presses (i.e., the operant) (Skinner, 1938).

The Skinner box also allowed for

independent variables to be manipulated such as the schedule of reinforcement. The
simplest schedule of reinforcement which has the closest resemblance to the training
used in Chapter 2 is the continuous reinforcement schedule where an animal receives
a reward after each behavior or operant. This schedule was chosen to study OC in
Aplysia because of its simplicity. The use of Skinner boxes and advancements of
electrophysiological techniques have allowed for the neuronal substrates of OC to be
investigated.
1.5.2 Neuronal substrates of OC
In this dissertation, neuronal substrates refer to neuronal activity that encode
learning and neuronal correlates refer to the OC-changes in the properties of neurons.
A major advancement in elucidating the neuronal substrates of OC was from the
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experiments of Wolfram Schultz (Schultz et al., 1986, 1993). In these experiments, a
monkey was given a reward if it pressed a key in response to light. Shultz found that
before training the reward activated DA neurons but the light did not. However, after
training the light activated DA neurons but the reward did not (Schultz et al., 1993).
These results were clarified by the theoretical work of Sutton and Barto who developed
a modified version of the Rescorla-Wagner learning algorithm to infer the learning
mechanisms of Pavlovian and OC (for review Niv, 2009). Sutton and Barto’s model
used reward prediction error estimates to approach the behavior that yielded the
greatest reward. In brief, the model compares the reward obtained with the reward
that was expected. Behaviors associated with a reward were reinforced whereas
behaviors not associated with a reward were suppressed (Barto, 1994).

It was

suggested that DA neurons could be encoding reward prediction error because they
are activated when the reward is greater than expected. So, in the beginning of
training, DA neurons are activated by the reward because it is unexpected but by the
end of training DA neurons are not activated by the reward because it is predicted by
the light (Schultz, 1997). The downstream effects of DA neurons are discussed in
Section 1.4.3. The major difference between the OC model used in this dissertation
and in vivo OC models is that the DA neurons will be activated directly rather than
indirectly through a reward.
1.5.3 Neuronal correlates of OC in mammals
Investigations of the mechanisms underlying OC in mammals have focused on
the effects of DA on the excitability and synaptic efficacy of striatal neurons (see
Section 1.4.3). However, only a few studies have examined OC-induced changes in
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excitability or synaptic efficacy of neurons. These studies have examined the effect
of lever pressing for reward on the corticostriatal synapse (see review Reynolds and
Wickens, 2002) and excitatory input to the VTA (Chen et al., 2008), effect of olfactory
learning on the pyramidal neurons of the piriform cortex (Lebel et al., 2001; Quinlan
et al., 2004; Saar et al., 1999, 2002), the effect of spatial discrimination task on the
dentate gyrus (Uzakov et al., 2005), and the effect of motor skill learning on
intracortical connections in the M1 motor cortex (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998).
Intracranial self-stimulation of the DAergic SN potentiates the corticostriatal
synapse in vivo in a D1-receptor dependent manner (Reynolds et al., 2001; Reynolds
and Wickens, 2002). The corticostriatal synapse was also potentiated in a cellular
model of OC where high-frequency stimulation (HFS) of cortical neurons and MSN
depolarization was paired with DA application (Wickens et al., 1996; Reynolds and
Wickens, 2000). HFS of cortical neurons when the MSN is held at resting potential
requires Mg2+-free solution (Calabresi et al., 1992; Kerr and Wickens, 2001). NMDA
receptors are blocked by Mg2+ at resting potentials, but this blockade is removed in
depolarized conditions (Nowak et al., 1984). The Mg2+-free solution is presumably
required to remove the Mg2+ block of NMDA receptors highlighting the need for both
presynaptic activity and postsynaptic depolarization to potentiate the corticostriatal
synapse (Reynolds and Wickens, 2002). Sucrose and food reinforcement of lever
presses increased the AMPA/NMDA receptor ratio and increased the spontaneous
EPSP frequency onto VTA DA neurons (Chen et al., 2008). Therefore, lever pressing
for reward seems to increase synaptic efficacy to the striatum and VTA.
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Olfactory discrimination task increases the NR2a/NR2b ratio and suppresses
LTP and paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) while enhancing LTD in the piriform cortex
(Lebel et al., 2001; Quinlan et al., 2004; Saar et al., 1999). Olfactory learning also
decreased the stimulation intensity of intrinsic fibers necessary to elicit a PSP in layer
Ib pyramidal neurons of the piriform cortex (Saar, 2002). Therefore, olfactory learning
decreases synaptic plasticity and possibly neuronal excitability in the piriform cortex.
Motor skill learning increased the strength of horizontal connections in layer II/III of the
motor cortex (Rioult-Pedotti et al., 1998). Motor skill learning increased the activity of
the majority of striatal and cortical neurons (Costa et al., 2004). However, it is unclear
whether the striatal neurons are D1 or D2 MSNs or whether these changes are
upstream or intrinsic to the recorded neurons. Lastly, holeboard training where the
animal learns the pattern of baited holes enhances LTP in the dentate gyrus (Uzakov
et al., 2005). Therefore, much more work remains to elucidate the neuronal correlates
of OC in mammals. For example, does OC modulate the excitability or synaptic
connections of inhibitory or cholinergic neurons in the striatum?

These gaps in

knowledge can be answered by investigating the connections of a cholinergic neuron
in a more simple system such as B4 in Aplysia.
1.5.4 Neuronal correlates of OC in Aplysia feeding.
When Aplysia ingestion behavior is paired with seaweed extract the animal
increases the frequency of ingestion behaviors (Nargeot et al., 2007). After ingestion,
food traveling through the esophagus causes distention of the esophageal tissue
which activates sensory neurons located within the esophageal tissue (MartίnezRubio et al., 2009). These sensory neurons send dopaminergic afferents which
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project (via the esophageal nerve) diffusely across the buccal ganglia. In an in vitro
OC protocol, stimulation of the esophageal nerve (En2) contingent with the occurrence
of an iBMP reinforces this pattern in a DA-dependent manner (Nargeot et al., 1997,
1999a,b,c, 2001, 2009; Bédécarrats et al., 2013).

This increase in iBMPs was

correlated with an increase in the input resistance and decrease in the burst threshold
of neuron B51 which persisted for at least 24 h (Mozzachiodi et al., 2008; Nargeot et
al., 1999a) and increased the input resistance, firing threshold, and electrical coupling
of the pattern initiating neurons B30, B63, and B65 (Seiling et al., 2014). In a singlecell analogue of B51 OC, pairing B51 stimulation with En2 stimulation in ganglia or
with iontophoretic application of DA in culture also increased the input resistance and
decreased the burst threshold of B51, indicating that these changes were intrinsic to
B51 (Brembs et al., 2002; Nargeot et al., 1999b; Lorenzetti et al., 2008). The singlecell OC analogue in culture allowed the biochemical signaling cascade to be
investigated in detail. Stimulation of B51 induced the influx of Ca2+, which activated a
Ca2+-dependent protein kinase C, while DA application activated a G-protein second
messenger. These two cascades converged onto adenylyl cyclase to produce cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) which then activated protein kinase A (Lorenzetti
et al., 2008). Many questions remain unanswered. For example, what effect does
OC have on the excitability of inhibitory neurons which suppress the expression of
iBMPs? Also, what effect does OC have on chemical synaptic connections? Chapter
2 investigates these two questions.
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Operant conditioning (OC) modifies the synaptic and intrinsic
properties of neurons within the feeding CPG.
2.1 Rationale and Hypothesis
As mentioned earlier, OC is widely expressed in the animal kingdom (Byrne,
1987; Kelley, 2004). Rhythmic movements during feeding in Aplysia are mediated by
a CPG, which is an advantageous model system for investigating the mechanisms
underlying OC (Nargeot et al., 1997, 1999a,b,c; Brembs et al., 2002; Mozzachiodi et
al. 2008). The CPG is multifunctional and mediates at least two mutually exclusive
behaviors; ingestion and rejection. In vivo ingestion is reinforced by the presentation
of food or stimuli that mimic food contingent with ingestion behavior (Brembs et al.,
2002; Nargeot et al., 2007).

In vitro the neural activity that mediates ingestion

(ingestion-like buccal motor patterns, iBMPs) can be modified by an analog of OC
(Nargeot et al., 1997). Because the cells and synaptic connections within the CPG
are well characterized and amenable to detailed cellular analyses (for reviews see
Elliott and Susswein, 2002; Cropper et al., 2004; Baxter and Byrne, 2006), the neural
circuitry that mediates feeding is a useful model to identify loci and mechanisms of
learning-induced plasticity underlying operant conditioning.
Previously identified neuronal correlates of the conditioning include increases
in the excitability of B30, B63 and B65, which are involved in initiating BMPs (Nargeot
et al., 2009), and B51, which is involved in the specific selection of iBMPs (Nargeot et
al., 1999a,b; Lorenzetti et al., 2006, 2008; Mozzachiodi et al., 2008). Given the
learning-induced increased excitability of a neuron (B51) that promotes the reinforced
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behavior, we hypothesized that a complementary decrease in excitability and strength
of inhibitory synaptic connections might be present in neurons that suppress iBMPs.
Therefore, we examined the excitability and synaptic connection of B4, a neuron that
suppresses iBMPs, in part, by its inhibitory synaptic connections to B8 and B51(Fig.
2.1) (Plummer and Kirk, 1990; Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Sasaki et al., 2009; Dacks et
al., 2012).

In addition, we examined whether the B51-to-B8 excitatory synaptic

connection or B8 intrinsic excitability was modified by OC.
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Figure 2.1 A subset of synaptic connections of the feeding CPG
Simplified schematic of the feeding CPG. Activity in some neurons (e.g., B30, B63,
B65) underlies protraction (orange), whereas activity in other neurons (e.g., B64)
underlies retraction (blue). B51 plays a role in the expression of iBMPs through its
excitatory connection to B8. Conversely, B4 inhibits B51 and B8. Thus, the level
of activity in B4 plays a role in the expression of iBMPs. Arrows indicate excitation
whereas bars indicate inhibition.
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We found that the in vitro analog of operant conditioning decreased B4 but did
not modify B8 excitability. The decrease in B4 excitability was recapitulated in a
single-cell analog of operant conditioning in which B4 activity was paired with DA
iontophoresis or esophageal nerve stimulation.

We also found that operant

conditioning reduced the strength of the inhibitory synaptic connection from B4-toB51, tended to increase the B4-to-B8 connection relative to yoke control, but did not
modify the B51-to-B8 synaptic connection.

Inserting these changes into a

computational model of the feeding CPG indicated that either the increase in B4
excitability alone or decrease in B4-to-B51 alone are sufficient to induce a strong bias
towards iBMPs.

These results indicate that contingent reinforcement of iBMPs

reduced the intrinsic excitability of a neuron and modified its synaptic connections to
relieve suppression of the reinforced behavior.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Preparation
Aplysia californica (120-210g) were obtained from Alacrity Marine Biological
Specimens (Redondo Beach, CA) and Marinus (Westchester, CA). Animals were
housed individually in perforated plastic cages in aerated seawater tanks at a
temperature of 15 °C. Animals were fed ~1 g of dried seaweed three times per week.
Two distinct but complementary approaches were used in this study: 1) an in vitro
analog of operant conditioning in isolated preparations of buccal ganglia dissected
from naïve animals, 2) a single-cell analog of operant conditioning in cell culture with
neurons isolated from buccal ganglia of naïve animals.
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2.2.2 Classification of BMPs
Both ingestion and rejection consist of two phases that involve an outward
(protraction) and inward movement (retraction) of the radula, a grooved tongue-like
structure. Radula closure during the retraction phase is a distinguishing feature of
ingestion behavior. Feeding behavior is controlled by a CPG within the buccal ganglia,
which continues to produce patterned motor activity in isolated ganglia. These buccal
motor patterns (BMPs) were monitored in vitro by extracellular nerve recordings of I2
n. and n.2,1 and intracellular recording from radula closer motor neuron B8 (Fig. 1A).
As in our previous studies (Nargeot et al., 1997), fictive protraction was monitored as
activity in I2 n., and fictive retraction was monitored as large-unit activity in n.2,1.
Large unit activity in n2,1 is spike activity with an amplitude greater than spike activity
during protraction. Activity in B8 served as a measure of radula closure. Patterns
with >50% of the total duration of closer motor neuron activity occurring during
retraction were classified as iBMPs (Nargeot et al., 1997, 1999a,b,c; Brembs et al.,
2002; Mozzachiodi et al., 2008). For simplicity, patterns that did not fit the criteria for
iBMPs were grouped into a general category of ‘other’ BMPs.
2.2.3 In vitro analog of operant conditioning
To ensure all animals were at the same motivational state, animals were fooddeprived for 3-5 d before the experiment and fed a piece of seaweed 45 min and
immediately before dissection, at which time animals were anesthetized by isotonic
MgCl2 with a volume in ml equal to half the animal’s body mass in mg (Brembs et al.,
2004). The protocol for the in vitro analog of operant conditioning has been described
previously (Nargeot et al., 1999a). Briefly, the buccal ganglia were isolated and
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pinned out in a Sylgard-coated Petri dish containing artificial seawater (ASW). The
left hemi-ganglion was desheathed on the rostral side in presence of high divalent
cation ASW. The composition of the ASW and high divalent cation ASW solution have
been described previously (Nargeot et al., 1997). The ASW was then exchanged for
normal ASW which was maintained at 13-15°C by means of a Peltier cooling device
for the remainder of the experiment. Neural activity was monitored via extra- and
intra-cellular recordings (see above).
First, pre-test measurements of input resistance (Rin), spike threshold and
excitability were made following a 10 min rest period after the beginning of intracellular
recordings. Then, sustained rhythmic BMP activity was elicited by continuous lowfrequency stimulation of nerve n.2,3 (7 V, 0.5 ms, 4 Hz). A 10 min training period was
initiated with the first occurrence of an iBMP. Immediately following training, n.2,3
stimulation was paused briefly while the post-test Rin, threshold, and excitability were
measured, Then, n.2,3 stimulation resumed for 20 min during which time the effect of
training on BMP expression was assessed (post-test). The En.2 nerve contains
dopaminergic afferents to the buccal ganglia (Kabotyanski et al., 1998; MartinezRubio et al., 2006). Stimulation of En.2 (7 V, 0.5 ms, 10 Hz for 6 s) served as
reinforcement (Nargeot et al., 1997, 1999a,c). This study included two groups: a
contingent group that received En.2 stimulation immediately following the expression
of iBMPs and a yoke control group that received En.2 stimulation that was
uncorrelated to pattern expression. The experiments were done sequentially with a
yoke experiment following each contingent experiment.

The sequence of En.2
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stimulation of each contingent preparation served as the template for the sequence of
En.2 stimulation for its corresponding yoke preparation.
2.2.4 Cell identification
Neurons were identified by their relative size, location, and physiological
characteristics. For example, B51 was identified based on its characteristic plateau
potential (Plummer and Kirk, 1990) and excitatory synaptic connection to B8 (Evans
et al., 1998); B8 was identified by its axonal projections in the radular nerve (Nargeot
et al., 1997); and B4 by its inhibitory inputs to B8 (Rosen et al. 2000) and B51
(Plummer and Kirk, 1990).
2.2.5 Testing B4 properties in ganglia
Conventional

two-electrode

intracellular

recording

and

current-clamp

techniques were performed with an Axoclamp-2A (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA)
and fine-tipped glass microelectrodes (resistance 10-15 MΩ) filled with 2 M potassium
acetate. Rin was measured by injecting a -3 nA, 5 s current. The threshold of B4 was
measured by injecting depolarizing current pulses (5-s duration) that increased by 0.5
nA increments until a single action potential was elicited. The lowest current intensity
necessary to elicit an action potential was considered as the threshold.

The

excitability of B4 was measured as the number of spikes elicited during 4 and 6 nA (5s duration) depolarizing current injections.

The intrinsic properties of B4 were

measured in the absence of n2,3 stimulation. While measuring the intrinsic properties
of B4 in either in vitro or in cell culture preparations, the membrane potential was held
at -70 mV, which was slightly more negative than the average resting potential (-63 ±
0.7 mV) of B4 in ganglia. For IPSP measurements, B4 and B51 were current clamped
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to -70 mV. A rest period of at least 4 min preceded the measurements of IPSPs before
and after training.
2.2.6 Cell culture
Culturing procedures for B4 followed those described in Brembs et al. (2002)
and Lorenzetti et al. (2008). Briefly, ganglia from adult Aplysia were treated with
Dispase® II (10 units/ml) (neutral protease, grade II) (Roche, Indianapolis, IL) at 35°C
for ~3 h and then desheathed.

Fine-tipped glass microelectrodes were used to

remove individual B4s from the ganglia. Each cell was plated on poly-L-lysine coated
petri dishes with culture medium containing 50% hemolymph, 50% isotonic L15
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). L15 was adjusted with 350 mM NaCl, 25 mM MgSO4,
11.4 mM CaCl2, 29 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, streptomycin sulfate (0.10 mg/mL),
penicillin-G (0.06 mg/mL), dextrose (mg/mL) and 15mM Hepes. The pH of the culture
medium was adjusted to 7.5. Cells were allowed to grow for 4-5 days. Prior to
recording, the culture medium was exchanged for a solution containing 50% ASW and
50% isotonic L15.
2.2.7 Single-cell analog
The procedures for the single-cell analog were similar to those established
previously (Brembs et al., 2002; Lorenzetti et al., 2008).

The intensity of the

depolarizing current injection into B4 during training was adjusted for each cell to
match the level of activity (2.5 - 5 Hz) during a typical iBMP (Sasaki et al. 2012). Cells
in culture had a higher Rin and lower firing threshold (Rin = 8.1 ± 0.6 MΩ; threshold =
0.6 ± 0.1 nA) than cells in ganglia (Rin = 3.2 ± 0.2 MΩ; threshold = 3.3 ± 0.4 nA), which
is presumably due, at least in part, to the absence of the electrical coupling in the
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isolated neurons. Rin was measured by injecting a -1 nA, 5 s current. The threshold
of B4 was measured by injecting depolarizing current pulses (5-s duration) that
increased by 0.1 nA increments until a single action potential was elicited. Therefore,
excitability of cultured B4 was measured as the number of spikes elicited by 1.5 and
2 nA (5-s duration) depolarizing current pulses. Dopamine was iontophoresed through
a fine-tipped glass microelectrode (resistance 10-15 MΩ) (Fig. 3A). The concentration
of DA in the electrode was 200 mM with an equal concentration of ascorbic acid to
reduce oxidation of DA. A retaining current of -3 nA was used during the course of
the experiment. The current was transiently stepped to +1 nA (6-s duration) to eject
the DA. The single-cell analog in ganglia was similar to the single-cell analog in culture
however in ganglia the En2 stimulation similar to OC was used in place of DA and the
En2 stimulation was delayed by 5 s. High divalent cation ASW was used for the singlecell in ganglia experiment to prevent B4 activity during En2 stimulation.
2.2.8 Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. Comparisons between two groups
were made using paired t-tests or student’s t-tests. Comparisons between multiple
groups were made using a two-factor ANOVA.

Statistics were performed using

SigmaStat 12.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, CA) or MATLAB.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Contingent En2 stimulation reinforces iBMPs
This study used a previously developed protocol in which En.2 stimulation was
contingent upon the expression of iBMPs. As in previous studies (Nargeot et al., 1997,
1999a), preparations that received contingent training expressed a greater number of
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iBMPs compared to the yoke control group (Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = -2.22, P = 0.026)
during the post-test observation period (Fig. 2.3B1). No difference was observed in
the expression of other types of BMPs (Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = -1.025, p = 0.306)
(Fig. 2.2B2).
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Figure 2.2 Buccal motor programs and their modulation by OC.
The feeding CPG is multifunctional and generates at least two types of patterned
activity: one that mediates rejection (rBMP) and another that mediates ingestion
(iBMP). A, Representative recordings of BMPs produced by continuous, 4 Hz
stimulation of n.2,3. The protraction phase was monitored via activity in I2 n.
(orange trace, orange bar). The retraction phase was monitored via intracellular
recordings from B4 and extracellular recording from n.2,1 (blue traces, blue bar).
Closure motor activity was monitored by intracellular recordings from motor neuron
B8 (purple traces, purple bar). B, Summary data for the number of iBMPs (B1)
and other BMPs (B2).
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2.3.1 B8 sag potential is modified by OC but not B8 excitability.
The increase in B8 activity during retraction following OC could be mediated in
part by an increase in B8 excitability. To examine this possibility, B8 was held near
resting potential (-70 mV) while the excitability was measured with suprathreshold
depolarizing current injections (1 – 4 nA). The excitability was examined before and
after OC. There was no significant difference in the number of elicited spikes between
the yoke and contingent groups (rm ANOVA, F(1,16) = 0.104, p = 0.75) nor was there a
difference between these groups prior to training (rm ANOVA, F(1,16) = 0.054, p = 0.82).
As mentioned earlier, B8 also expresses rebound excitation which is produced
by the activation of an h-current (see section 2.3.5.1). The h-current shunts the effect
of inhibitory input creating a sag potential (Fig. 2.3A). In addition, the h-current
depolarizes the resting membrane potential, bringing the neuron closer to the firing
threshold (see section 2.3.5.1). The effect of the h-current was measured by injecting
a hyperpolarizing intracellular current injection (-6nA, 10 s) and measuring the percent
sag potential and rebound excitation before and after training. Percent sag was
calculated as the difference between the membrane potential measured at the
beginning and end of the current injection divided by the membrane potential at the
beginning of the current injection. This value was multiplied by 100 to get the percent
sag. The change in percent sag (posttest – pretest) was compared between yoke and
contingent groups (Fig. 2.4A-C).

A Wilcoxon rank sum indicated a significant

difference in change in percent sag between the yoke and contingent group (Z = 2.261, p = 0.024) (Fig. 2.4A-B). However, there was no significant difference in the
percent change of rebound excitation between yoke and contingent groups (Wilcoxon
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rank sum, Z = -0.304, p = 0.76). The difference in change of percent sag could be
due to differences in the amount of hyperpolarization induced by the current injection.
To examine this possibility, the change in initial hyperpolarization was compared
between yoke and contingent groups. There was not a significant difference between
yoke and contingent groups (Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = -1.395, p = 0.16). These data
indicate that OC conditioning induces a ~ 5% increase in the sag potential of B8
relative to yoke.

However, this effect was not reflected by changes in rebound

excitation. Therefore, these results need to be confirmed by measuring the h-current
directly using voltage clamp techniques.
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Figure 2.3 Excitability of B8 was not altered by OC
A, Representative measurements of excitability before (pretest) and after (posttest) training. B, Summary data for the number of spikes elicited by intracellular
current injections for the pretest (B1) and posttest (B2) measurements. Sample
size is 9 for both groups.
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Figure 2.4 OC increases sag potential of B8.
A, Example recordings of sag potential and rebound excitation in yoke (A1) and
contingent (A2) groups before (black trace) and after (red or blue trace) training.
B, Summary data for the change (posttest – pretest) in percent sag. C, Summary
data for percent change in rebound excitation. Rebound excitation is measured
as the number of spikes immediately following hyperpolarization. * p < 0.05.
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2.3.2 B51-to-B8 synaptic connection is not modified by OC.
B51 drives activity in B8 through an excitatory synaptic connection biasing the
motor pattern towards a more ingestion-like BMP (Fig. 2.3). Preliminary experiments
indicated that the B51-to-B8 synapse exhibits synaptic depression and paired-pulse
facilitation within the time frame of a single BMP. Therefore, OC could facilitate the
production of iBMPs by either enhancement of the initial amplitude of the EPSP,
enhancing paired pulse facilitation, or by reducing synaptic depression of this
connection.
Synaptic depression and paired-pulse facilitation was measured using a single
stimulation protocol. This protocol consisted of three sets of paired stimuli injected
into B51 (100 nA, 10 ms) where each pair was separated by 10 s and each stimuli
within the pair was separated by 120 ms (see Fig 2.3A). 10 s interval was chosen
because this is approximately the interval between in vivo motor patterns. B51 was
held at -70 mV and B8 held at -100 mV. The first EPSP in each pair of stimuli was
used to measure synaptic depression. This protocol elicited synaptic depression of
the B51-to-B8 synapse of the second (repeated measures ANOVA, F(2,36) = 5.155, p
= 0.016; 1st vs 2nd, q = 3.516, p = 0.022) and third pair of EPSPs (1st vs 3rd, q = 4.185,
p = 0.020). There was no significant differences between yoke and contingent groups
in pretest (rmANOVA, F(1,11) = 0.048, p = 0.830). Next, synaptic depression was
compared between after yoke and contingent training. After training, the protocol
elicited synaptic depression in both yoke and contingent groups (rmANOVA, F(2,36) =
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7.129, p = 0.004; 1st vs 2nd, q = 2.857, p = 0.056; 1st vs 3rd, q = 5.336, p = 0.003),
however there was no significant difference in depression between yoke and
contingent groups (rmANOVA, F(1,11) = 0.211, p = 0.655). This result does not support
the hypothesis that OC reduces the synaptic depression of the B51-to-B8 synapse.
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Figure 2.5 Synaptic depression is not modified by OC
A, Diagram of the stimulus protocol. Three pairs of stimuli with 10 s separating
each pair and 120 ms separating the stimuli within each pair were given to B51.
EPSPs were measured in B8. Synaptic depression was measured as the change
in amplitude of the first EPSP elicited in each pair (green). B1, Example recordings
illustrating the depression of EPSPs during pretest. B2, Summary data of EPSP
amplitude of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd (I – III) stimulus pair during pretest. C1, Example
recordings illustrating the depression of EPSPs during posttest. B2, Summary
data of EPSP amplitude of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd (I – III) stimulus pair during posttest.
Sample size is 7 for both groups.
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The first pair of stimuli (see Fig. 2.6A) measured paired-pulse facilitation and
consisted of two depolarizing intracellular current injections into B51 separated by a
120 ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI). The amplitude of the first EPSP was measured
from the peak of the EPSP relative to the baseline. The amplitude of the second EPSP
was measured from the peak relative to an exponential curve fitted to the downward
slope of the prior EPSP (Fig. 2.6A). Paired pulse ratio was calculated as the amplitude
of the second EPSP divided by the amplitude of the first EPSP. One experiment with
a small EPSP in pretest (0.2 mV) was excluded from the analysis.

Paired pulses

separated by 120 ms reliably facilitated the EPSP (black trace in yoke Fig. 2.6B, C)
(Wilcoxon sign rank, Z = -2.201, p = 0.028). Next, the PPR was measured before and
after OC. There was a significant difference in PPR between yoke and contingent
prior to training (Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = 2.044, p = 0.041). The percent change in
PPR from pretest to posttest was compared between yoke and contingent groups.
There was no significant difference in the percent change in PPR between yoke and
contingent groups (Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = 0.929, p = 0.35).
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Figure 2.6 OC did not modify B51-to-B8 PPR
A, Measurements of the EPSP amplitude. The exponential fit is indicated by a
green line. The baseline is indicated by grey dotted line. B, Representative
recordings of the PPR before and after contingent (bottom) and yoke (top) training.
C, Paired-pulse facilitation for yoke prior to training. D, Pretest PPR. E, Percent
change in PPR. Sample size is 7 for both groups.
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The amplitude of the first EPSP of the first pair of stimuli was compared before
and after OC to examine whether OC induced an overall enhancement of the B51-toB8 synapse. There was no significant difference in EPSP amplitude prior to training
(yoke = 1.71 ± 0.78, contingent = 2.48 ± 0.72; Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = -1.15, p = 0.25)
nor was there a difference in percent change in EPSP between yoke (72.3 ± 35) and
contingent groups (52.4 ± 27) (Wilcoxon rank sum, Z = 0.128, p = 0.90). Taken
together, these results suggest that OC does not modify the B51-to-B8 synaptic
connection.
2.3.3 B4-to-B51 synaptic connection is reduced by OC.
In principle, reducing the B4-to-B51 inhibitory synaptic connection could
increase the likelihood of B51 firing and therefore increase the likelihood of an iBMP
(Fig. 1B).

Although this connection is well known, this synapse has not been

extensively characterized. Therefore, as a first step, the reversal potential of this
synaptic connection was measured by stimulating B4 with an intracellular current
injection (30 ms, 20 nA) while varying the holding potential of B8 (Fig. 2.7). This
analysis revealed that the reversal potential is about 100 mV. To determine whether
the B4-to-B51 IPSP was modulated by operant conditioning, its amplitude was
measured before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the in vitro analog of operant
conditioning. B4 and B51 were current clamped to -70 mV. A rest period of at least
4 min preceded the measurements of IPSPs before and after training. IPSPs from the
contingent group were reduced to a greater extent than the yoke group (Fig. 2.8B)
(Contingent, 0.74 ± 0.1 mV; Yoke, 0.16 ± 0.2 mV; paired t-test, t(3) = 4.158, P = 0.025,
n = 4 in each group.
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Figure 2.7 Reversal potential of B4-to-B51.
A, Representative intracellular recordings of B4 (top) and B51 (bottom) illustrating
the measurement of the IPSP at different holding potentials of B51. Horizontal bar
indicates current injection. B, Summary data. Diamonds are individual data
points. The linear regression is the black line. The reversal potential is indicated
next to the regression line. Sample size is one.
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Figure 2.8 OC reduced the B4 to B51 synaptic connection.
A, Representative intracellular recordings illustrating the measurement of the IPSP
amplitude before (pre-test) and after (post-test) yoke control (A1) and contingent
training (A2). B, Summary data. Sample size if 4 in both groups.
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2.3.4 B4-to-B8 synaptic connection modulation by OC
The B4-to-B8 inhibitory synaptic connection was first identified by Gardner
(Gardner, 1977). This connection can reduce the activity of B8 during the retraction
phase (Fig. 2.1), which could bias the motor pattern toward more rejection-like BMPs.
Therefore, a reasonable hypothesis is a suppression of this connection by OC in order
to increase the bias towards more ingestion-like BMPs. Although this connection is
well known, this synapse has not been extensively characterized. Therefore, as a first
step, the reversal potential of this synaptic connection was measured by stimulating
B4 with an intracellular current injection (30 ms, 20 nA) while varying the holding
potential of B8 (Fig. 2.9). This analysis revealed that the reversal potential is about
72 mV which is slightly more negative than the resting potential of B8 (approximately
- 65 mV).
Next, the effect of OC on the strength of this synapse was examined. To
measure the B4-to-B8 synaptic strength, an action potential was elicited in B4 by a 5
s depolarizing current injection into B4 which was adjusted to be near the action
potential threshold. The membrane potential of B8 was held at -100 mV, a potential
substantially more negative than the reversal potential of the B4-to-B8 synaptic
connection. One experiment with a small IPSP in pretest (1.6 mV) was excluded from
the analysis. The strength of the B4-to-B8 synaptic connection was measured before
and after OC (Fig. 2.10). The strength of the B4-to-B8 synapse tended to be reduced
to a greater extent in the yoke group as compared to the contingent group however
this result was not significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test, U = -1.854, p = 0.064). There
was no significant difference in pretest IPSP (t-test, t(22) = -0.357, p = 0.73).
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Figure 2.9 Reversal potential of B4-to-B8 synaptic connection
A, Representative intracellular recordings of B4 (top) and B8 (bottom) illustrating
the measurement of the IPSP at different holding potentials of B8. Horizontal bar
indicates current injection. B, Summary data. Diamonds are individual data
points. The linear regression is the black line. The reversal potential is indicated
next to the regression line. Sample size is one.
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Figure 2.10 Effect of OC on the B4-to-B8 synapse.
A, Representative intracellular recordings illustrating the measurement of the IPSP
amplitude before (left) and after (right) yoke (A1) and contingent (A2) training. B,
Summary data.
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2.3.5 B4 excitability is reduced by OC
As mentioned earlier, OC increases the excitability of neurons that initiate
motor patterns (B30, B63, and B65) as well as neurons the bias the motor patterns
towards iBMPs (B51). Possible OC-induced changes in excitability of neurons (e.g.,
B4) which bias the motor patterns toward rBMPs have not been examined. A plausible
hypothesis is that OC decreases excitability of B4, which would relieve the inhibition
of B51 and B8 and bias the motor patterns towards iBMPs. Excitability was measured
by counting the number of spikes elicited by a 5-s duration depolarizing (6 nA) current
injection. The change in number of spikes (posttest – pretest) was compared between
yoke and contingent groups.

The contingent group had a greater reduction in

excitability compared to yoke (Wicoxon sign rank, Z = 2.046, p = 0.041) (Fig. 2.11).
There was no significant difference in percent change of input resistance for yoke (7.14 ± 1.7 %) and contingent groups (-7.72 ± 2.0 %) (Wilcoxon sign rank, Z = 0.267,
p = 0.79). These data indicate that OC reduces the excitability of B4.
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Figure 2.11 OC reduces the excitability of B4.
A, Representative measurements of excitability before (pretest) and after (posttest) training. B, Summary data for the change in number of spikes elicited by 5 s
intracellular current injections (6 nA) for yoke and contingent groups.
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2.3.6 Stimulation of En2 contingent with B4 stimulation suppresses B4
excitability in vitro.
We next examined whether activating B4 directly in vitro, in a ganglia
preparation and in cell culture, modified B4 excitability, by measuring its properties
before and after a single-cell analog of operant conditioning in which application of DA
or En2 was contingent on activity in B4. DA was used because it appears to mediate
reinforcement of iBMPs during operant conditioning of feeding in Aplysia (Nargeot et
al., 1999c; Brembs et al., 2002; Lorenzetti et al., 2008). In addition, B4 receives
monosynaptic excitatory input from En.2 and this EPSP is reduced by the DA receptor
inhibitor methylergonovine (Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Nargeot et al., 1999c).
Methylergonovine blocks reinforcement of iBMPs (Nargeot et al., 1999c). In addition,
iontophoretic application of DA to B4 elicited depolarizing responses in cell culture
indicating that dopamine receptors are expressed on B4 (data not shown).

As

mentioned in Chapter 2, B4 suppresses the expression of iBMPs. We hypothesize
that pairing B4 with DA or stimulation of dopaminergic afferents would decrease the
excitability of B4.
The input resistance, threshold, and excitability were measured before and
after the single-cell analog of operant conditioning. Two training protocols were used,
which differed in the delay between B4 and En2 stimulation. The contingent group
received seven 5 s intracellular current injections to B4 (inter-stimulus interval of 2
min) followed, after 5 s, by a 6 s stimulus (9 V, 10 Hz) to the En2 nerve, whereas for
the non-contingent yoke control, the En2 stimulus was instead delayed by 35 s. The
intensity of the depolarizing current injection into B4 during training was adjusted for
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each cell to match the level of activity (2.5 - 5 Hz) during a typical iBMP (Sasaki et al.
2012). The spike frequency was measured during each stimulus throughout training.
Preparations were excluded from the analysis if the average spike frequency during
training stimuli exceeded 4.0 Hz. Contingent En2 stimulation significantly reduced the
excitability of B4 (t-test, t(14) = 2.405, p = 0.031) (Fig. 2.12). However, there was no
significant difference in percent change in threshold in the contingent (10.9 ± 4.4)
compared to yoke (3.7 ± 2.7) (t-test, t(14) = 1.177, p = 0.259). No significant differences
were observed in Rin between the contingent (-8.4 ± 1.4%) and the non-contingent
control group (-9.8 ± 1.1%) (t-test, t(14) = 0.752, p = 0.464). These data indicated that
the single-cell in vitro analog of operant conditioning reduced B4 excitability, and this
decrease appeared independent of a change in input resistance.
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Figure 2.12 Stimulation of En2 contingent with B4 stimulation suppresses B4
excitability.
Representative intracellular recordings illustrating measurement of excitability
before (pre-test) and after (post-test) contingent DA application (A1) and noncontingent control (A2). B, Summary data.
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2.3.7 DA contingent with B4 stimulation suppresses B4 excitability in culture.
The Rin, threshold, and excitability were measured before and after the singlecell analog of operant conditioning. Two groups of cells were used, which differed in
the delay between B4 stimulation and DA iontophoresis (Fig. 2.13A). The contingent
group received DA iontophoresis (6-s duration) immediately following suprathreshold
depolarizing current injections (5 s) into B4, whereas for the non-contingent control
group, this DA iontophoresis occurred 35 s after B4 stimulation. While measuring the
intrinsic properties of B4 in either in vitro or in cell culture preparations, the membrane
potential was held at -70 mV, which was slightly more negative than the average
resting potential (-63 ± 0.7 mV) of B4 in ganglia. A two-way ANOVA indicated a
greater decrease in excitability of the contingent group as compared to the noncontingent control group (F(1,14) = 4.739, P = 0.047, n = 4 to 5 in each group) (Fig.
3.2.2). Neurons that received contingent DA tended to have a greater increase in
threshold (98.3 ± 31.0%) as compared to the non-contingent control group (18.2 ±
7.2%), but the effect was not statistically significant (t-test, t(7) = 2.245, P = 0.060, n =
4 - 5 in each group). No significant differences were observed in Rin between the
contingent (-12.7 ± 4.8%) and the non-contingent control group (-21.7 ± 5.4%) (t-test,
t(7) = -1.227, P = 0.259, n = 5 - 6 in each group).
These data indicated that the single-cell analog of operant conditioning reduced
B4 excitability, and similar to in vitro conditioning, this decrease appeared independent
of a change in input resistance. Moreover, these results indicated that the contingentdependent decrease in B4 excitability was intrinsic to B4.
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Figure 2.13 DA contingent with B4 stimulation reduced B4 excitability in culture.
Single-cell analog of operant conditioning reduced B4 excitability. A, Diagram
illustrating the protocol for the single-cell analog of operant conditioning. In the
contingent group, DA was applied extracellularly to the axon hillock region by
iontophoresis immediately following a train of spikes in B4, which were elicited by
a 5-s suprathreshold depolarizing current injection, whereas in the non-contingent
group DA was applied 35 s after stimulation of B4. B, Contingent DA application
decreased the excitability of B4 in cell culture. Representative intracellular
recordings illustrating measurement of excitability before (pre-test) and after (posttest) contingent DA application (B2) and non-contingent control (B1). B3,
Summary data. Courtesy of Hsin-Mei Chen.
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2.3.8 Modeling operant conditioning in a conductance based model
2.3.8.1 Rationale
The empirical study discussed above identified two sites of plasticity
(decreases in B4 intrinsic excitability and in the B4-to-B51 IPSP) and two putative sites
of plasticity (increase in B4-to-B8 IPSP and increase in B8 sag potential).

The

decrease in B4 excitability and strength of B4-to-B51 connection and increase in B8
sag potential would bias the CPG towards iBMPs, whereas the increase in B4-to-B8
may bias the CPG towards rBMPs (See Fig. 2.1). Intuitively, the increase in B4-to-B8
could nullify the changes in the B4-to-B51 synapse. However, B51 has highly nonlinear membrane properties such as a plateau potential, whereas B4 is a more linear
regular spiking neuron, which may increase the effectiveness of the B4-to-B51 relative
to B4-to-B8 synapse. In addition, B51 is bi-stable in that it is either inactive or active
in a high frequency burst (see Fig. 1.3). Therefore, a small change in the B4-to-B51
synapse may yield very large changes in the activity of B51.

The changes in

excitability of B4 may also reduce the potency the B4-to-B8 synaptic changes. In
order to test the relative contributions of each of these sites of plasticity, these changes
were inserted into a preliminary computational model of the feeding CPG (Fig. 2.15).
The changes in B8 sag were not examined in these preliminary analysis, but may be
included in future versions of the CPG model.
2.3.8.2 Modeling B8 motor neuron
As a first step, a model for B8 was constructed which included an h-current (Ih),
leakage conductance, Nafast, and Kfast ionic conductances, with parameters adjusted
to match empirical data. The properties of Ih were measured by placing B8 in culture
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and using voltage-clamp techniques to measure Ih activation at different membrane
potentials (Fig. 2.14A). B8 was clamped to -40 mV to deactivate Ih, then stepped to
different membrane potentials to activate Ih. Then, the membrane potential was
stepped to -140 mV to measure the tail-current at this potential as an indicator of Ih
activation (Fig. 2.14A2, C). The time constant of activation was measured by fitting
an exponential equation to the currents associated with each step potential (Fig.
2.14D). The model for Ih was fitted to these data (Fig. 2.14B) and reproduced the sag
potential of B8 (Fig. 2.14E). Additional parameters were modified to fit the model to
the excitability of B8 measured in ganglia. The membrane capacitance was measured
for B8 in ganglia by injecting a hyperpolarizing current pulse (-3 nA) into B8 and fitting
an exponential curve to the voltage response. The capacitance was calculated as the
input resistance divided by the time constant of this exponential equation.

The

parameters of the leakage conductance, Nafast, and Kfast were adjusted to fit the model
of B8 to the I/O curve of B8 in ganglia (Fig. 2.15A).
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Figure 2.14 Modeling the Ih current in B8
A1, B8 was voltage-clamped to a holding potential where Ih is deactivated (-40
mV). Ih was activated by stepping to potentials that ranged from -40 to -110 mV
(10 mV increments) for 10 s. This step was followed by a step to -140 mV. A2,
High-gain plot of tail-currents. B, Voltage clamp simulation using the same protocol
as (A). C, Plot of the amplitude of the tail-currents measured at the beginning of
the step to -140 mV. X axis is the potential of the step immediately prior. D, Plot
of the activation time constant as a function of membrane potential. The activation
time constant was measured as the time constant of an exponential curve fitted to
the current trace associated with each step potential. E1, Empirical example of a
current-clamp recording illustrating the sag potential and rebound excitation of B8.
E2, The model of B8 which included Ih reproduced the sag potential and rebound
excitation in (E1).
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Figure 2.15 Ih does not affect excitability when neuron is clamped to -65 mV.
A, Excitability of B8 (A1) and B8 model (A2) measured from a holding potential of
-75 mV, which is 10 mV more negative than the resting potential. Spike activity
was elicited by 5 s depolarizing current injections (1 – 4 nA). B, I/O properties of
B8 (black diamonds) and B8 model with Ih (red line).
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2.3.8.3 Modeling retraction neurons B4, B51, and B71
A second step to inferring the contributions of the correlates of OC was to
modify an expanded model of the feeding CPG. Douglas A. Baxter and colleagues
expanded the 10-cell model of the feeding CPG (Cataldo et al., 2006) by removing the
fictitious Z-cell and adding the cerebral-buccal interneuron 2 (CBI-2), B20, B30, B40,
and B65, and adding a second compartment to B64. Extensions of this model, for the
current study, included adding a two-compartment cell (B71), including the modified
model of B8 (see section 2.3.5.2), adding a second compartment to B51 and B4, and
adding synaptic depression and PPF to the B51-to-B8 synapse. An overview of this
model is provided in Fig. 2.15. This model now includes 14 neurons, 35 fast and 8
slow inhibitory synapses, 34 fast and 26 slow excitatory synapses, and 21 electrical
synapses. Example simulations of the extended CPG model are provided in Fig. 2.21.
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Figure 2.16 Overview of the Model CPG network.
Connectivity matrix of all the synaptic connections included in the model CPG
network. Protraction neurons are represented in orange. Retraction neurons are
represented in blue. Cerebral ganglia neuron is purple. Closure neuron is green
and BMP terminator neuron B52 is brown.
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The maximum conductance parameter was adjusted so that the PSPs of the
chemical and electrical synapses matched published data (Fig. 2.17). The strength
of a few chemical and electrical synaptic connections needed to be larger than
published values so that the postsynaptic neuron’s activity reached the level of activity
observed during a BMP. For example, the chemical B64-to-B4 synapse and the
electrical B51→B71, B64→B51, and B64→B71 synapses all had a larger PSP or
coupling ratio than in published recordings (Sasaki et al., 2013; Seiling et al, 2014).
The need for greater excitatory input to B4, B51, and B71 suggests that there may be
additional neurons or synaptic connections within the retraction CPG feeding circuitry
that are not included in the model. Indeed, there is a second B51-like neuron (i.e.,
B53) which exhibits a plateau potential and is coupled to B51. Additional experiments
are needed to characterize B53’s intrinsic properties and synaptic connections before
this neuron can be added to the CPG model. The need for increased strength of the
B64-to-B4 electrical connection suggests the presence of a yet to be identified slow
excitatory synapse to B4 from a protraction neuron or synaptic connection from a
neuron active in the beginning portion of retraction.
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Figure 2.17 Fitting of synaptic connections to empirical data.
A, Comparison of empirical data (Sasaki et al., 2013; Seiling et al., 2014) to the
synaptic connection strengths to and from retraction neurons in the CPG model.
B, Comparison of empirical data (Sasaki et al., 2013; Seiling et al., 2014) to the
coupling ratios between retraction neurons and three key protraction neurons in
the CPG model.
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In order for the CPG model to better replicate the physiological properties of
B4, B51, and B71, these neurons were each subdivided into a soma and axon
compartment. The compartments and electrical synaptic connections between them
are depicted in Fig. 2.17. The electrical synapses between these neurons are rectified
in that the junctional conductance differs depending on the direction of the current flow
(Sasaki et al., 2013). For example, the junctional conductance from B4→B64 is 0.039
whereas the junctional conductance from B64→B4 is 0.017. The majority of electrical
synapses were modeled connecting axon compartments, however the B64→B51
synapse was modeled connecting the soma of B64 to the axon of B51. This was
necessary to drive B51 activity during BMPs. Addition of B53 in the future may remove
the need for this axosomatic electrical synapse. In the model, the plateau potential in
B51 was modeled to be mediated in large part by a tetrodotoxin (TTX) insensitive
sodium current (Napp) and facilitated by the activation of the TTX sensitive sodium
current (Nafast) (Fig 2.17B). These currents rectified the steady-state IV relationship
to the extent that the IV plot crossed the X-axis with a positive slope at two points,
creating two stable membrane potentials: the resting potential and plateau potential.
The plateau was terminated by a slowly activating potassium current (Kslow) and by
slow inactivation of Napp (Fig 2.17B).
Finally, the ionic conductances were modified so that the input resistance and
excitability of the model matched empirical data (Sasaki et al., 2013; Seiling et al.,
2014) (Fig. 2.19). The input resistance was calculated as the change in membrane
potential of the soma during a simulated hyperpolarizing current injection (-3 nA, 5 s)
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to the soma (Fig. 2.19A). The excitability was calculated as the threshold for eliciting
an action potential during a simulated depolarizing current injection (Fig. 2.19B) or as
the number of spikes elicited by a 5 s simulated intracellular depolarizing current
injection into the soma (Fig. 2.19C). All the values except the B51 threshold closely
matched empirical data. The threshold for B51 was reduced so that its level of activity
during a BMP matched empirical data. As mentioned above, adding neuron B53 may
remove the need to reduce the B51 threshold.
Although there are some differences between empirical data and the modified
model of the feeding CPG (e.g., coupling between B51, B64, and B71), the similarity
of the model with a large portion of the empirical data indicates that this model serves
as a good approximation of the biophysical properties of the feeding neural network.
Thus, this CPG model serves as a good test bed to investigate the relative
contributions of OC-induced changes in the B4-to-B8 and B4-to-B51 synapses, and
in B4 intrinsic excitability.
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Figure 2.18 Excitability was fit to empirical data.
A, Retraction neurons were modeled with a somatic and axon compartment. The
electrical synaptic connection between neurons were primarily between the axon
compartments. The conductance of each electrical connection is indicated next
to each synapse. The thickness of the lines is proportal to the conductance. B,
Table of the conductances included in each compartment.
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Figure 2.19 Fits of input resistance and excitability to empirical data.
A, Input resistance of each neuron compared to empirical data (Nargeot et al.,
1999, 2009; Sasaki et al., 2013). B, Threshold of each neuron compared to
empirical data (Nargeot et al., 1999, 2009; Sasaki et al., 2013). C1, Excitability of
B4 in ganglia (black diamonds) and of B4 model (green line) measured by 5 s
intracellular current injections at 2, 4 and 6 nA intensities. C2, Excitability of B8 in
ganglia (black diamonds) and in B8 model (green line) measured by 5 s
intracellular current injections at 1, 2, 3 and 4 nA intensities.
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2.3.8.4 Contributions of correlates of OC
To examine the contributions of the correlates of OC, the OC-induced changes
observed in B4 excitability, B4-to-B8, and B4-to-B51 synapse were introduced into the
model of the feeding CPG. The excitability of B4 was adjusted so that it matched the
average pretest activity elicited by a 5 s, 6 nA current injection. Then, the maximum
conductance of Kslow was increased to match the change in the excitability similar to
either the yoke or the contingent group (Fig. 2.20A). The maximum conductance of
the B4-to-B51 of B4-to-B8 synapse was modified to match the change in IPSP
amplitude observed in either the yoke or contingent group (Fig. 2.20B,C).

The

coupling conductance of the protraction neurons was also increased in all simulations
to match the increased coupling observed after OC (Seiling et al., 2009).
With these parameter changes, simulated patterned CPG activity in the yoke
and contingent conditions resembled empirical data (Fig. 2.21A, 2,21C). In addition,
each of the three parameter changes was simulated separately (e.g. Fig. 2.20B).
Patterned activity was elicited by a 2.8 nA current injection into CBI-2 which lasted
throughout the simulation. Each condition was simulated in three separate trials, with
600 s simulated each trial.

Increasing the amplitude of the B4-to-B8 maximum

conductance reduced the number of iBMPs (Fig. 2.21D) presumably by increasing
inhibition of B8. Decreasing the excitability of B4 increased the number of iBMPs and
the number of B51 plateau potentials (Fig. 2.21B, D) presumably because of the
reduced inhibition of B51 and B8. The group where the B4-to-B51 synapse was
reduced expressed almost exclusively iBMPs and nearly all these patterns elicited a
plateau potential in B51 (Fig. 2.21D). Next, the combined effect of all three contingent
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group parameter changes was simulated (Fig. 2.21C), in part to examine whether the
increase in the B4-to-B8 IPSP would shunt the effects of the decrease in B4 excitability
and in the B4-to-B51 synapic strength. This group expressed exclusively iBMPs, and
all the patterns elicited a plateau potential in B51. These date indicate that the B4-toB51 inhibitory synapse likely has a greater contribution to the changes in iBMP than
changes in B4 excitability. Changes in this synapse sufficed to cause a strong bias
towards iBMPs. B4 excitability also strongly biased the CPG towards iBMPs, however
this change did not reliably recruit B51. The increase in the B4-to-B8 synapse was
not able to dampen the bias towards iBMPs, presumably because of a ceiling effect.
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Figure 2.20 Correlates of OC were introduced into the feeding CPG
A, Recordings comparing the excitability of B4 after yoke and contingent training
(A1) and simulations which were fit to the changes in excitability observed for yoke
and contingent groups (A2). B, Recordings comparing the B4-to-B51 synapse
after yoke and contingent training (B1) and simulations which were fit to the
changes observed in of yoke and contingent groups (B2). C, Recordings
comparing the B4-to-B8 synapse after yoke and contingent training (C1) and
simulations which were fit to the changes observed in of yoke and contingent
groups (C2).
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Figure 2.21 Incorporating correlates of OC enhanced number of iBMPs and B51
activity.
Feeding behavior was simulated by activating CBI-2 in the feeding CPG model
where the B4-to-B8 maximum conductance, B4 excitability, and the B4-to-B51
maximum conductance were set to their yoke values or modified according to the
changes induced by OC. A, All three sites were set to their yoke values. The
pattern type is indicated at the top of each BMP. Closure motor neuron B8 is
colored in brown and B51 colored in blue. B, B4 excitability was reduced by
increasing Kslow in this neuron while B4-to-B8 and B4-to-B51 maximum
conductances were set to the yoke values. C, All three sites were modified
according to the changes induced by OC. D, Summary data of all the tested
variations of the feeding CPG model. * indicates a B51 plateau potential.
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2.4 Discussion
This study demonstrates that operant conditioning decreases the intrinsic
excitability of B4, decreases the efficacy of the B4-to-B51 inhibitory synaptic
connection, tends to increase the B4-to-B8 inhibitory connection, and may increase
the B8 sag potential. The results provide several new insights into the mechanisms
contributing to operant conditioning. First, these results help explain how multiple
sites of plasticity work in concert to reinforce a behavior. Activity in the radula closure
motor neuron B8 is a defining feature of iBMPs (see Fig. 1A). B8 is excited by B51
but inhibited by B4 (Fig. 2.1). Part of the increase in B8 activation is due to the
conditioning-induced increase in B51 excitability (Nargeot et al., 1999a,b; Lorenzetti
et al., 2006, 2008; Mozzachiodi et al., 2008). A simultaneous decrease in excitability
of B4 and efficacy of the B4-to-B51 inhibitory synapse would disinhibit B8 and B51.
Therefore, the combined effect of modulating each element (B4 and B51) of this
“push-pull” circuit would be greater than either effect alone.
Second, this study suggests that similar contingencies between spike activity
and DA can lead to different outcomes in neurons within the same circuit. Pairing
activity in B51 with DA or En2 increases its excitability (Brembs et al., 2002; Lorenzetti
et al., 2008; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b), in contrast, pairing activity in B4 with DA or En2
decreases its excitability (Fig. 2.12 and 2.13).

Future experiments will examine

whether the differential responses reflect the activation of distinct second-messenger
cascades in each cell, or if the same cascade is used, but different membrane
channels are targeted.
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This study also identified the first two synaptic correlates of operant
conditioning in this system, indicating that the memory for operant conditioning is
expressed by both changes in synaptic strength and changes in the intrinsic properties
of neurons. Indeed, it is becoming increasingly clear that learning and memory
involves both types of changes (for review see Mozzachiodi and Byrne, 2010). This
study then investigated the relative contributions of the changes in B4 excitability and
strength of the B4-to-B51 and the B4-to-B8 synaptic connections. Simulations with
the extended CPG model suggest that increasing the B4 excitability alone, and
decreasing the B4-to-B51 connection alone, can strongly bias the feeding circuit
towards iBMPs. The results from this study set the stage for investigating, within a
single circuit, the diversity and relative contributions of synaptic and non-synaptic
changes to operant conditioning. Further examination of these issues may provide
insights into the design logic of the different sites of plasticity involved in other forms
of learning as well.
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Unique configurations of compression and truncation of neuronal
activity underlie L-DOPA-induced selection of motor patterns in Aplysia.
3.1 Rationale and hypothesis
Dopamine (DA) is considered to be a ubiquitous modulator of neuronal
networks (e.g., Schultz et al., 2013; Wise, 2004). A great deal is known about the
cellular and molecular mechanisms of DA modulation (for a review, see Beaulieu and
Gainetdinov, 2011), and about DA modulation of the activity of small central pattern
generating (CPG) networks such as the 13-neuron lobster pyloric network (HarrisWarrick et al., 1998). However, little is known about DA modulation of individual
neuronal activity of larger networks with the ability to select among many complex
motor pattern outputs (Frigon, 2012; Schultz et al., 2013; Sharples et al., 2014; Wise,
2004). Investigating such modulation requires monitoring activity in large numbers of
individual neurons with high spatiotemporal resolution.
To examine the effects of DA modulation of a relatively complex network, we
simultaneously monitored the activity of up to 130 neurons in the feeding circuit of
Aplysia using voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging combined with extracellular nerve
recordings. The combination of VSD and nerve recordings allowed us to record
activity in individual neurons, track axonal projections, and monitor fictive motor
output. The feeding circuit, which resides primarily in the buccal ganglia, mediates
several distinct behaviors, such as biting and swallowing of food and rejection of
inedible objects, and generates fictive versions of these behaviors when the ganglia
are isolated from the animal (for reviews, see Baxter and Byrne, 2006; Cropper et al.,
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2004; Elliot and Susswein, 2002; Nargeot and Simmers, 2012; Wu et al., 1988).
Dopaminergic neurons within the buccal ganglia facilitate the genesis of buccal motor
patters (BMPs) and bias the selection towards distinct BMP types (Dacks and Weiss,
2013; Dίaz-Rίos and Miller, 2002, 2005, 2006; Due et al., 2004; Jing and Weiss, 2001;
Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Nargeot et al., 1999c; Proekt et al., 2004; Rosen et al., 1991;
Teyke et al., 1993). Although DA-induced changes of a small number of neurons have
been characterized (Kabotyanski et al., 2000), there is no characterization of the
circuit-wide changes induced by DA. To study the changes induced by DA in isolated
buccal ganglia, we bath applied either low or high concentrations (40 or 250 µM) of
the DA metabolic precursor L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA), which enhances
the release of endogenous DA with physiologically relevant localization and timing
(Abe et al., 2015; Kabotyanski et al., 2000; Pothos et al., 1996). We found that a low
concentration of L-DOPA biased motor activity toward intermediate BMPs, whereas a
high concentration of L-DOPA biased motor activity towards bite BMPs. We used this
concentration-dependent selection of BMPs and VSD imaging to characterize the
ways in which different levels of DA modulate neuronal activity to select motor
patterns.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Optical and electrophysiological recording
Aplysia californica (20 – 45 g) were obtained from the University of Miami
National Resource for Aplysia. Animals were housed in plastic containers inside
aerated tanks containing artificial sea water (ASW) (Instant Ocean; Aquarium
Systems, Mentor, OH) maintained at 15°C. Animals were fed a ~ 5x3 cm (~ 0.08 g)
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piece of seaweed three times per week. Animals were anesthetized by isotonic MgCl2
(360 mM) with a volume in milliliters equal to half the animal’s body weight in grams.
The buccal mass was removed and placed in a Sylgard®-lined dissection chamber
containing ASW with a high (3x) concentration of divalent ions (330 mM NaCl, 10 mM
KCl, 90 mM MgCl2(6H2O), 20 mM MgSO4, 30 mM CaCl2(2H2O), 10 mM HEPES, pH
7.5). The buccal ganglia were isolated from the buccal mass with nerves intact and
pinned down in a Sylgard®-lined imaging chamber with seven custom made suction
electrodes fastened radially. The imaging chamber was filled with normal ASW (450
mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 30 mM MgCl2(6H2O), 20 mM MgSO4, 10 mM CaCl2(2H2O), 10
mM HEPES, pH 7.5) maintained at room temperature (~23°C) throughout the
experiment with no perfusion of the saline to avoid bath agitation. An Olympus®
BX50WI upright microscope was equipped with a 20x 0.95 NA XLUMPLFLN water
immersion objective (Olympus®). The preparation was stained for 7 min in ASW
containing a high concentration of RH-155 (0.25 mg/ml, AnaSpecTM), then the bath
was exchanged with a lower concentration of RH-155 (0.025 mg/ml) and remained in
this solution for the entire experiment (Hill et al., 2012). Preliminary experiments
indicated that 0.25 mg/ml RH-155 yielded a greater signal-to-noise ratio compared to
0.1 and 0.05 mg/ml and showed no signs of toxicity. A lamp house was fitted with a
150 W halogen lamp and powered by a Kepco power supply. The light was passed
through a 710/40 bandpass filter (BrightLine®) and a 0.8 NA Olympus condenser.
The light was then transmitted through the preparation and directed at a 128x128
CMOS camera (NeuroCMOS-DW128, RedShirtImagingTM) sampling at 2.5 kHz with
a 12 Me- well depth. Motor pattern generation was enhanced by a 15 s phasic stimulus
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(0.5 ms, 10 Hz, 100 V) (WPI stimulus isolator 1850A) to buccal nerve 2 immediately
prior to recording nerve and VSD signals for 2 min. For pharmacological treatment,
each pair of ganglia received a 100 µL bolus in close proximity to the ganglia of saline
with either ascorbic acid (Veh) alone or L-DOPA (TocrisTM) and ascorbic acid, making
a final L-DOPA bath concentration of 40 M (Low) or 250 M (High). Treatment was
administered 15 min prior to the posttest recording and immediately after bath
exchange of the lower concentration of RH-155. The treatment remained in the bath
until the end of the experiment.

The experiment was designed such that the

experimenter was blind to the treatment, practically however this was difficult to
achieve because of the dramatic changes in activity induced by L-DOPA.
3.2.2 Classification of BMPs
BMPs were monitored by extracellular suction electrode recordings of ipsi- and
contralateral buccal nerves 1, 2, and 3 (n1, n2, and n3) and closure activity was
monitored by recording either ipsi- or contralateral radula nerve 1 (Rn) (Fig. 3.1A).
The start of protraction phase was considered to be the beginning of large-unit activity
in n1, and the start of retraction phase was considered to be the end of large-unit
activity in n1. The end of retraction phase was considered to be the end of large-unit
activity in n2. Similar to previous studies, the in vitro preparations expressed four
distinct BMP types: rejections, intermediates, bites, and swallows (Baxter and Byrne,
2006; Cropper et al., 2004; Elliot and Susswein, 2002; Kabotyanski et al., 2000;
Nargeot and Simmers, 2012; Wu et al., 1988). Consistent with these findings, a
histogram of the distribution of BMPs with the overlap of Rn activity with the retraction
phase along the x-axis has four reasonably distinguishable peaks (Fig. 3.2.1.1). We
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categorized BMPs by setting boundaries at each trough of the histogram. BMPs with
less than 10% of closure activity overlap with retraction were classified as retraction,
between 10% and 50% overlap were intermediates, between 50% and 90% were
bites, and 90% or more overlap were classified as swallows.
3.2.3 Analysis of VSD imaging data
Regions of interest (ROI) were drawn manually by a blind observer around
each cell with Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) using the image frame that had the smallest
mean-squared distance from the average of all frames in the recording. VSD signals
were acquired by averaging the pixels in the ROI. The ROI was shifted to correct for
movements of each cell that occurred during the recording. All MATLAB codes can
be found at https://uni.edu/fakepath (link to be provided). The raw VSD signals were
bandpass filtered in MATLAB (Butterworth, Fpass1 = 15 Hz, Fstop1 = 0.1 Hz, Fpass2
= 140 Hz, Fstop2 = 1 kHz, Apass = 0.1, Astop1 = 60, Astop2 = 60).
VSD spike detection. Action potentials were detected in the VSD recording data
using a variation of the slope threshold method. An action potential was detected if
the trace had a downward 4 ms deflection (depolarization) with an amplitude greater
than 2.5 times the standard deviation followed 4.8 ms later by an upward deflection
(measured from the downward peak) with an amplitude greater than 3.0 times the
standard deviation. These time points were chosen because this approximated the
shape of a typical action potential in Aplysia. A minimum separation between spikes
was set to 5.2 ms to prevent counting a single spike more than once. We chose this
method of spike detection because it is not computationally intensive and is resistant
to changes in baseline.
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3.2.4 Analysis of extracellular nerve activity
The voltage from the extracellular nerve electrodes was amplified by a
differential AC amplifier (A-M Systems 1700) and digitized by the A-D converter of the
CMOS camera system. The raw extracellular voltage signals were lowpass filtered in
MATLAB (equiripple, Fpass = 200 Hz, Fstop = 1 kHz, Apass = 1, Astop = 60, Stopband
Shape = flat). The waveforms of action potentials in the nerve had a variety of shapes
(Fig. 3.2E1). Therefore, we used a similar spike detection method as for the VSD but
with several differences. Nerves had a high baseline activity (e.g., n2 in Fig. 3.1B1),
thus the spike detection was ran in multiple iterations to remove spikes in order to gain
a more accurate estimation of standard deviation of the noise. The threshold for the
initial down-stroke was 3.0 and the upstroke was 3.5 times the standard deviation,
which was calculated after the spikes were zeroed out from the previous iteration
using a 4 ms prior to 6.8 ms after time window. The width of the spike had to fit one
of three empirically determined durations ({1.2/1.2}, {2.0/2.0}, {3.2/2.8}) where the
notation is {[duration of downstroke] / [duration of upstroke]} in units of ms. In addition,
the polarity of the spikes sometimes alternated between preparations, therefore the
data was also scanned for the inverse waveform (except the {2.0/2.0} criteria whose
inverse was not included because it had a large number of false positives). The spike
detection was performed for a total of 5 iterations. The spike times of the final iteration
were used for the identification of axonal projections (see below). The multiple criteria
were needed to increase the performance of the spike detection algorithm and allow
the detection of spikes with different waveforms.

The performance of the spike

detection of the nerve recordings was confirmed by visual inspection. The parameters
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for VSD and nerve spike detection were optimized and fixed before starting the
subsequent analyses presented in Figs. 3.3 – 7.
3.2.5 Identification of axonal projections from neurons to nerves
Spike coincidence between each nerve and each neuron was measured by first
calculating the probability of an action potential in the nerve given an action potential
in the neuron (Fig. 3.2E3) and then subtracting the mean probability of an action
potential in the nerve 0 – 50 ms prior to the action potential in the neuron, P(nerve |
neuron) - P(nerve). P(nerve | neuron) was calculated by summing the probability of
an action potential in the nerve within a window around (2 ms prior to 2 ms after) the
highest peak in probability with a positive delay (see peak in Fig. 3.2E3). P(nerve)
estimates the level of activity of the nerve around the same time as the spikes in the
neuron. To identify an axonal projection, spike coincidence was required to be at least
0.25.
3.2.6 Spike correlation
Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient was calculated for each pair of retraction
neurons in each preparation for the entire recording, with a time bin of 0.5 s. The
correlation matrix was then clustered using the linkage followed by the cluster and
dendrogram functions in MATLAB. The maximum number of clusters was set to 4.
3.2.7 Burst analysis
A burst was considered to be a series of at least three spikes (Cocatre-Zilgien
and Delcomyn, 1992) with a maximum inter-spike interval of 400 ms (Chiappalone et
al., 2005). To remove neurons with a high baseline firing rate that by chance may
meet this threshold, bursting neurons were required to have a substantial difference
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in spike frequency within bursts compared to outside of bursts (as indicated by
Fisher’s Exact Test) (Cocatre-Zilgien and Delcomyn, 1992). Fisher’s test was made
more conservative by dividing the spike frequency within bursts by four.
Bursting neurons were grouped into those activated primarily during protraction
or retraction phase.

A cell was considered to be primarily active during either

protraction or retraction when at least 75% of its burst activity overlapped with the
respective phase.

Neurons that shifted phase between recordings were rarely

observed. Therefore, the posttest recordings and a 2 min pretest observation period
were combined to improve the classification.

To confirm the accuracy of our

classification, this procedure was applied to 98 published recordings of identified
neurons provided in the literature (Bédécarrats et al., 2013; Borovikov et al., 2000;
Church and Lloyd, 1994; Jing and Weiss, 2001; Sasaki et al., 2009; Shetreat-Klein
and Cropper, 2004; Sieling et al., 2014). The activity of each neuron was obtained by
using the snapshot tool in Adobe® Acrobat® X to capture an image of the data and a
MATLAB algorithm to convert the pixelated images of the published recordings to
spike trains. In 98% of the examples our classification matched what was specified in
the literature, indicating that our method agrees with the general consensus.
Properties of bursts. Bursts were considered to be associated with a given BMP
if for protraction neurons the burst overlapped with the protraction phase.

For

retraction, Rn, n2, or n3 neurons, the burst was associated with a BMP if the burst
overlapped with the retraction phase, because this was the phase in which these
neurons were primarily active (see Fig. 3.5).

Burst latency was calculated as the

delay between start of the first burst of activity in the neuron and the start of the phase
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for each BMP. The duration was calculated for each BMP by summing the duration
for all bursts in the neuron that overlapped with the phase.
3.2.8 Topographical analysis
Each ganglion was aligned to a universal grid. The orientation of each ganglion
was approximated by calculating the mean slope and offset of the ventral neuron
cluster and the ganglion as a whole relative to the universal grid. A linear regression
was performed on the coordinates of all the pixels of all the neurons having a large
area (the largest 50% of neurons in the field of view). These large neurons primarily
reside in the ventral neuron cluster, which is composed of large motor neurons that
run parallel to the longitudinal axis of the ganglion. The pixels that overlay the entire
ganglion were observed to have a light intensity between the 5th and 90th percentiles
of all the pixels within the field of view. Therefore, to improve the estimation of the
ganglion orientation, a second linear regression was performed on the pixel
coordinates within this range of intensities. The mean slope and offset of these two
regression lines relative to the universal grid approximated the orientation of the
ganglia. The image was then rotated and shifted in the X-Y direction according to this
orientation.
3.2.9 Statistical analysis
All statistics were performed in MATLAB using the statistical toolbox (The
Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Normality was not assumed for any of the analyses.
For the peri-event histograms (Fig. 4) a Kruskal-Wallis test was followed by a multiple
comparisons of mean ranks test with Bonferroni correction, which multiplied the p
value by the number of time points and the number of treatment groups. For timing
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of burst activity analysis (Fig. 3.5), a Kruskal-Wallis test was followed by a pairwise
rank sum test with a Bonferroni correction where the p value was multiplied by the
number of neuron subgroups and the number of treatment groups. Heteroscedasticity
was not tested prior to the analyses. For all comparisons, a p value less than 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 L-DOPA enhances specific fictive behaviors in a concentration dependent
manner.
Buccal ganglia were isolated and nerve activity was recorded with suction
electrodes to monitor BMPs (see Methods). BMPs consist of two phases. The first
phase is protraction, defined here as large unit activity in buccal nerve 1 (n1), and the
second phase is retraction, defined here as large unit activity in buccal nerve 2 (n2)
and the absence of large unit activity in n1 (see Methods). These phases were
previously found to correspond to outward (protraction) and inward (retraction)
movement of the radula, a tongue-like structure (Morton and Chiel, 1993a; Neustadter
et al., 2002, 2007). Activity of the radula nerve 1 (Rn) mediates closure movement in
vivo. Greater overlap of Rn activity with retraction corresponds to a larger inward
movement of food (Morton and Chiel, 1993a). Therefore, we classified BMPs into four
categories based on the overlap of activity in Rn with the retraction phase (Methods
and Fig. 3.1A). Two of the BMP categories resembled in vivo nerve activity during the
ingestion of food (bite and swallow), one category resembled the activity during the
rejection of food (rejection), whereas another category resembled nerve activity during
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a behavior that resulted in little to no movement of food (intermediate) (Morton and
Chiel, 1993a). Each pair of ganglia received treatment of either ascorbic acid (Veh),
40 µM (Low) L-DOPA, or 250 µM (High) L-DOPA (Fig. 3.1B).

Consistent with

Kabotyanski et al. (2000), High L-DOPA increased the total number of BMPs (Fig.
3.1B3, 1C) (2= 11.513, p = 0.003; post hoc, Veh vs. High, Q = 3.358, p = 0.0023;
Low vs. High, Q = 1.256, p = 0.420). Low L-DOPA tended to increase BMPs, but this
increase was not significant (Veh vs. Low, Q = 2.101, p = 0.090). Consistent with
Kabotyanski et al. (2000), High L-DOPA increased the preferential expression of bite
BMPs (Fig. 3.1B3, 1D2) (2 = 11.359, p = 0.034; post hoc, Veh vs. Low, Q = 0.086, p
= 0.996; Veh vs. High, Q = 2.875, p = 0.011; Low vs. High, Q = 2.961, p = 0.0086).
Low L-DOPA did not increase the preference towards bites but instead increased the
preference towards intermediates (Fig. 3.1B2, D1) (2 = 16.145, p = 3.1x10-4; post
hoc, Veh vs. Low, Q = 3.947, p = 2.3x10-4; Veh vs. High, Q = 1.323, p = 0.382; Low
vs. High, Q = 2.624, p = 0.024). Veh seemed to express primarily a combination of
rejection and swallow BMPs (see Fig. 3.1B1, 1E). These data indicate that L-DOPA
increased total BMPs and that different concentrations of L-DOPA can be used to bias
selection towards specific BMPs.
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Figure 3.1 Changes in fictive behavior by L-DOPA
Changes in fictive behavior 15 min after treatment with either Vehicle (Veh), 40 µM
(Low), or 250 µM (High) L-DOPA. Each preparation only received a single
treatment, which remained in the bath for the duration of the recording. A, A
histogram of all BMPs recorded in all 21 experiments during the pretreatment
observation period and following treatment. Each bin is indicated by a percentage
value, calculated by dividing the duration of large unit activity in Rn that occurred
during the retraction phase by the total duration of large unit Rn activity during the
BMP. This graph indicates that there are four distinct clusters of BMPs that we
designate as rejection, intermediate, bites, and swallows. B, Nerve recordings for
the Vehicle, Low and High treatments showing a 40 s time segment. Protraction
phase is marked by light grey and retraction is marked in dark grey. The BMP
classification is indicated at the top and closure activity is marked by black boxes.
C, Summary data for the total number of BMPs. For all box plots, the boundaries
of each box are the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) and the line within the box
is the median. The upper and lower extremes are the minimum (or maximum) data
value within (Q1 or Q3) ± 1.5 times the inter-quartile range. Data outside the
extremes are marked as open circles. D1, Summary data of the preference for
intermediate BMPs. A value of one indicates the group exclusively expresses
intermediate BMPs. D2, Summary data of the preference towards bite BMPs.
Sample size for (C), (D1), and (D2) is seven experiments for each group. E, The
occurrence of BMPs. Each box represents the duration of a single BMP. Each
row is an individual experiment. F1, Duration of protraction for the different
treatment groups. F2, Duration of retraction for the different treatment groups.
Sample size for the groups in (F) is Veh = 24, Low = 54, High = 104 in BMPs. * p
< 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p<0.001.
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To examine whether L-DOPA modified each phase of the BMP, the duration of
protraction and retraction was measured for each BMP following treatment.
Protraction duration was reduced for High but not Low L-DOPA (Fig. 3.1F1) (2 =
65.499, p = 5.9x10-15, Post hoc, Veh vs. Low, Q = 1.034, p = 0.555, Veh vs. High, Q =
6.07, p = 4.8x10-9, Low vs. High, Q = 6.692, p = 1.0x10-9). Retraction duration was
reduced for Low (2 = 65.232, p = 6.9x10-15, Post hoc, Veh vs. Low, Q = 2.635, p =
0.023)e and was reduced to a greater extent by High L-DOPA (Fig. 3.1F2) (Veh vs.
High, Q = 5.618, p = 1.0x10-9; Low vs. High, Q = 5.618, p = 5.9x10-8). Many neurons
in the feeding circuit can be designated as protraction or retraction neurons based on
the phase in which they are primarily active.

The above results suggest that

protraction neurons may be less sensitive to L-DOPA than are retraction neurons.
Reduction in retraction neuron activity duration due to Low L-DOPA may bias the
network towards intermediate BMPs, whereas combined reductions in protraction and
retraction neuron activity duration due to High L-DOPA may bias the network towards
bite BMPs. This hypothesis was tested with VSD imaging of neuronal activity.
3.3.2 VSD imaging captures spike activity in a large number of neurons of the
buccal ganglia.
To gain insight into the ways in which changes in neuronal activity mediate the
changes in fictive motor programs induced by L-DOPA, the spiking pattern of neurons
in the buccal ganglia was examined using the absorbance voltage-sensitive dye RH155. This dye has been used in the pedal ganglia of Aplysia (Bruno et al., 2015). To
confirm its efficacy in the buccal ganglia, changes in light absorbance were recorded
in neuron B4 during stimulation of B4 by intracellular depolarizing current pulses (14
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nA, 50 ms) (Fig. 3.2A). VSD traces exhibited a prominent downward spike (increase
in absorbance) resembling an action potential that was superimposed on a more
sustained downward deflection resembling a depolarization induced by the current
injection. The action potential was followed by a signal corresponding to the spike
afterhyperpolarization.
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Figure 3.2 VSD imaging of neuronal activity in the buccal ganglia.
A1, Image of the caudal surface of the ganglion for (A2). The pixels that were
averaged are highlighted in red. A2, VSD responses to 20 intracellular current
injections, aligned to the action potential detected in the nerve (n3). Green dotted
line marks the baseline prior to current injection. For (A2), (B2) and (E2) individual
examples are grey and the average trace is black. Thick black line indicates the
current injection. B1, VSD (black trace) of 42 neurons recorded simultaneously.
Detected spikes are indicated by red vertical lines below each trace. Each trace
was generated by averaging the pixels highlighted for each neuron in the top left
image of (C). B2, Temporally aligned action potentials detected in the
corresponding trace in (A1). Note the prominent AHP in cell 28 (arrowhead). C,
Image of VSD response during the peak of the waveform of all the detected spikes
that occurred in (B) for that neuron. The neuron designation is in the top left of
each image. Image of the ganglion (caudal surface) with the neuron designations
is the top left image. The number of spikes averaged for each neuron is indicated
in the bottom left-hand corner. D, Individual frames of neuron 28 during and after
an action potential. Arrowheads point to the presumed AHP. E, Coincidence of
spikes between the nerve and neuron indicated the presence of an axonal
projection. E1, Example recording segment of a neuron whose action potentials
detected by VSD (top trace) coincide with a distinct spike in the nerve (bottom
trace). E2, VSD traces (top) and nerve traces (bottom) of example in (E1) aligned
by the peak of the VSD signal. Note the nerve spike follows the VSD spike with a
constant delay. E3, Probability of an action potential in the nerve given a spike in
the neuron at time zero. Displayed is every neuron-nerve pair for all experiments
in this study. A sharp peak in conditional probability with a time delay of a few ms
indicates an axonal projection. Dark line represents the example in (E1).
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Next, spiking activity was recorded in 20 – 130 neurons simultaneously over a
2 min recording period (Fig. 3.2B). Some of this activity occurred in bursts (e.g., cell
28), whereas activity in other neurons was more sparse (e.g., cell 19). We then
converted the activity to spike trains using a spike detection algorithm (Methods) and
verified that the VSD signals corresponding to the spikes were localized to the neuron
of interest (Fig. 3.2C). Two frames were averaged during the baseline period just prior
to the spike and subtracted from the average of 3 frames at the peak of the spike.
This subtracted image was calculated for each detected spike and averaged for all
spikes that occurred in that neuron during a 2 min recording period (Fig. 3.2C). The
averaged subtracted image revealed a VSD signal which closely matched the shape
and position of the cell for which the spikes were detected.

Importantly, even

recordings associated with higher levels of baseline noise (e.g., cell 36) had a signal
localized to that particular neuron.

Moreover, VSD recordings exhibited signals

associated with presumed spike afterhyperpolarizations (AHP) as indicated by an
upward deflection after the spike (e.g., arrow in Fig. 3.2B2) and decrease in
absorbance in the pixels overlaying the neuron (arrows in Fig. 3.2D).
Combining VSD with extracellular nerve recordings enables the monitoring of
BMPs while also enabling the detection of axonal projections of the recorded neurons.
Previous work in the buccal ganglia (Morton et al., 1991) used averaging of
extracellular nerve recordings triggered by spikes detected in VSD recordings to
detect axonal projections by the emergence of a waveform in the averaged trace. That
method requires averaging a large number of action potentials in order to average out
randomly occurring large amplitude spikes. Instead, we used spike coincidence to
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detect action potentials in the nerve that follow an action potential in the neuron with
a relatively constant delay (Fig. 3.2E1-2).

To obtain a quantitative method of

distinguishing neurons with axonal projections we graphed the probability an action
potential occurring in the nerve at different time delays relative to an action potential
in the neuron, P (nerve | neuron). We noticed a sharp peak in probability following the
action potential in the nerve. This peak was used to estimate the spike coincidence
and detect an axonal projection algorithmically (Methods, Fig. 3.2E3).
These data provide evidence that high spatial and temporal resolution imaging
can record activity of a large number of neurons simultaneously in the buccal ganglia
and can be used to detect axonal projections. We next examined the ways in which
L-DOPA reconfigures the activity of neurons mediating the BMPs.
3.3.3 L-DOPA modifies neuronal activity without increasing neuronal
synchrony.
As a first step, we examined the extent to which neuronal activity recorded by
VSD corresponded to the phases of the BMP. For data analysis we focused only on
neurons with bursting activity (for definition, see Methods) and did not include neurons
with tonic or sparse activity, because bursting neurons mediate the majority of the
features observed during a BMP (Baxter and Byrne, 2006; Cropper et al., 2004; Elliot
and Susswein, 2002; Nargeot and Simmers, 2012; Wu et al., 1988). There were 28.6
± 6.0 (29.6% of total within field of view) neurons per experiment categorized as
bursting in Veh, 25.5 ± 4.6 (25.5%) in Low L-DOPA, and 31.3 ± 3.2 (31.3%) in High LDOPA, with no significant differences among the groups (2 = 1.789, p = 0.409).
Spike activity was recorded following treatment with either Veh, Low, or High. The
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activity of neurons occurred during specific phases of the BMP. For example, in Fig.
3.3B1 neurons 1 – 8 and 11 seemed to fire primarily during the retraction phase,
whereas neuron 1 in Fig. 3.3B3 was primarily active during the protraction phase. The
VSD recordings revealed that the L-DOPA-induced changes in BMPs as monitored
via nerve recordings (Fig. 3.1) are due to enhanced rhythmic activity in a large number
of neurons in the buccal ganglion. Interestingly, each neuron tended to be recruited
at specific times within a particular phase even when the phase was shorter in duration
(e.g., in High treated preparations, Fig. 3.3B3) suggesting the synchrony of neuronal
activity was not increased by L-DOPA.
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Figure 3.3 Changes in fictive behavior and neuronal activity by L-DOPA
Changes in fictive behavior and neuronal activity 15 min after treatment with either
Veh, Low or High L-DOPA. A 40 s segment is shown. Recording segment same
as for Fig. 1. A, Images of the ganglion (caudal surface). Neurons whose activity
is shown in (B) are highlighted. B, (Top) Recordings of Rn and n1-3 nerve activity.
(Bottom) Raster of VSD activity recorded simultaneously with nerve activity. Each
row is an individual neuron with the location in the image marked in (A). Vertical
black lines indicate an action potential. Light grey indicates protraction. Dark grey
indicates retraction. Closure activity is marked by black boxes. The BMP
classification is indicated at the top of the traces. C, Correlation matrices for the
recordings in (B). Numbers correspond to the cell designations in (A) and (B).
Only neurons primarily active during retraction are shown in the correlation matrix.
The dendrogram of each matrix is shown on the right. D, Mean pairwise correlation
between neurons. Sample sizes were seven for each treatment group. Time bin
was 0.5 s.
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To analyze neuronal synchrony, the correlation coefficient was examined for
each pair of retraction neurons in a given preparation (Fig. 3.3C-D) (for details see
Methods). We focused on retraction neurons for the correlation analysis because
retraction neurons seemed most reliably activated during BMPs. Pairwise correlation
matrices of the examples in Fig. 3.3B revealed high correlation coefficients between
several neurons for Veh (e.g., cells 2↔1, 5↔2, 5↔6), Low (e.g., cells 3↔1, 6↔3,
6↔4), and High (e.g., cells 4↔3, 5↔3, 6↔2). If the L-DOPA-induced decrease in
retraction phase duration resulted in an increase in synchrony between neurons, the
correlation matrix would become more homogenous and the mean pairwise
correlation would increase. Cluster analysis of the correlation matrices of Veh, Low,
and High identified several groups of neurons. For the preparations of Fig. 3.3C-D,
these groups are indicated by the dendrograms to the right of each matrix. In the
example for Veh, neurons could be separated into groups {5, 6, and 2}, {4 and 3}, and
{8, 7, and 11}, the Low example could be separated into groups {1 and 3}, {2, 4, and
6}, and 7, and the High example could be separated into groups {3, 4, and 5} and {2,
6, and 7}. We next averaged the pairwise correlation coefficient for every pair of
retraction neurons for each experiment, and compared the mean correlation
coefficient between treatments. Low L-DOPA did not increase but instead decreased
the mean pairwise correlation, whereas High L-DOPA led to no significant change
(2= 6.264, p = 0.044, Post hoc, Veh vs. Low, Q = 2.498, p = 0.033, Veh vs. High, Q
= 1.378, p = 0.352, Low vs. High, Q = 1.120, p = 0.502). These results indicate that
L-DOPA did not increase, and indeed Low somewhat decreased (by ~ 0.1), the
synchrony of neuron activity, suggesting that the unique timing of neuronal activity
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remains an important feature even when the durations of the respective phases are
substantially shorter. The unique timing of activity of each neuron within a given phase
despite reduced phase duration highlights the intricacies of the phasic activity of the
neurons within the circuit, warranting a more detailed investigation of L-DOPA-induced
changes in the timing of activity of individual neurons during BMPs.
3.3.4 L-DOPA reconfigures activity of specific subgroups of neurons.
We next examined the ways in which the features of the BMP were associated
with changes in the timing of neuronal activity during BMPs. We first separated the
neurons according to their preferred phase (protraction or retraction) (see Methods)
and then used peri-event histograms aligned to the start of the retraction phase to
compare neuronal activity among treatments. A histogram of the average activity of
all neurons in each time point was calculated for each BMP in each treatment group.
The activity of every bursting neuron in every BMP in each treatment is depicted in
Fig. 3.4A and the summary data for all the BMPs in each treatment is depicted in Fig.
3.4B.
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Figure 3.4 The temporal dynamics of specific groups of neurons are modified by
L-DOPA.
A, The activity of each neuron during each BMP aligned to the start of retraction
phase for protraction, retraction, Rn, n2 and n3 projecting neurons following
treatment with Veh, Low, or High L-DOPA. Time bin was 0.1 s. B, Peri-event
histograms for the data in (A). Horizontal bars indicate a significant difference
between the specified groups at those time points. Peaks in activity outside ± 4 s
for High are due to activity in adjacent BMPs. The fill represents the interquartile
range and the line represents the median level of activity of each time point.
Sample size is number of BMPs.
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We first examined protraction neurons, which have many important functions
such as initiating BMPs and protracting the radula outward to grasp food (Hurwitz et
al., 1994, 1996,1997; Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Susswein and Byrne, 1988; Teyke et
al., 1993). Because High L-DOPA yielded the greatest increase in frequency of BMPs,
we predicted an increase in activity of protraction neurons in preparations treated with
High L-DOPA. The peri-event histogram for protraction neurons (Fig. 3.4B1) indicated
a prominent peak of activity prior to the start of the retraction phase, which appeared
to have a substantially shorter duration in High L-DOPA (as indicated by a decrease
in activity at earlier time points) and a substantially greater level of activity near the
end of the protraction phase (Fig. 3.4A1, B1). These data indicated that only High LDOPA increased the spike frequency and decreased the duration of protraction
neuron activity, suggesting that changes in protraction neuron activity may be
important for bite, but not intermediate BMPs. These activity changes may help to
explain the increase in total patterns in High L-DOPA.
The second group examined was neurons active primarily during retraction.
These neurons are important for retracting the radula inward and either releasing or
maintaining the grip on food (e.g., Church and Lloyd, 1994; Cropper et al., 2004;
Evans and Cropper 1998; Hurwitz and Susswein 1996; Plummer and Kirk, 1990;
Sasaki et al., 2013). The peak frequency of retraction neuron activity was not
significantly different between the treatments, but the activity was shorter in duration
in the Low and High groups as compared to Veh, as indicated by a significant
decrease in activity at later time points for Low and High groups compared to Veh
(Fig. 3.4A2, B2). The decreased durations for both Low and High L-DOPA suggest
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that changes in the activity of retraction neurons may be important for switching to
both intermediate and bite BMPs, whereas changes in protraction neurons seemed to
be important only for switching to bite BMPs.
We next examined the effects of L-DOPA on neurons that project axons
through specific nerves. Neurons projecting through Rn mediate closure of the radula
to grip food (Morton and Chiel, 1993b), whereas neurons projecting through n2 and to
a lesser extent n3 mediate backward movement of the radula (Church and Lloyd,
1994). Neurons were separated according to whether they projected axons through
Rn, n2, or n3, which was determined by the coincidence of spikes in the neuron with
spikes in the nerve (see Fig. 3.2E). We only detected a few neurons with an axonal
projection through n1 so this group was excluded. Rn, n2, and n3 projecting neurons
were active primarily during the retraction phase (Fig. 3.4A3-5, B3-5). The activity of
Rn projecting neurons persisted for longer in the Veh group compared to Low LDOPA, as indicated by less activity in Low at later time points compared to Veh (Fig.
3.4A3, B3). Preparations treated with High L-DOPA had an increase in peak spike
frequency compared to Low. These data indicate that Rn neurons in Low L-DOPA
had a reduced duration of activity, whereas the High treated group had a boost in
frequency and a reduction in duration. n2 projecting neurons had a decrease in
duration of activity and increase in spike frequency in High L-DOPA but did not seem
to be greatly affected by Low L-DOPA (Fig. 3.4A4, 3.4B4). For n3 projecting neurons,
Low L-DOPA reduced the duration of activity without changing the peak frequency
(Fig. 3.4A5, B5). However, the peak frequency of n3 neurons was increased in High
treated preparations compared to Low. The increase in frequency of n2 and n3
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projecting neurons in High L-DOPA may cause downstream activation of the Rn
projecting neurons, as well as activating other neurons such as B8 which were outside
the focal plane. These effects in concert may drive a switch to predominantly bite
BMPs. None of these effects among the treatment groups were associated with any
differences in the number of neurons classified as protraction (2 = 0.998, p = 0.607;
Veh = 0.9 ± 0.3; Low = 0.9 ± 0.3; High = 0.6 ± 0.2), retraction (2 = 0.800, p = 0.670;
Veh = 4.7 ± 1.0; Low = 5.7 ± 0.6 ; High = 5.4 ± 0.3), Rn projecting (2 = 0.236, p =
0.889; Veh = 4.6 ± 2.3; Low = 4.0 ± 1.3; High = 2.6 ± 0.5), n2 projecting (2 = 1.051,
p = 0.591; Veh = 9.1 ± 4.7; Low = 12.6 ± 4.2; High = 7.3 ± 2.0), or n3 projecting (2 =
1.628, p = 0.443; Veh = 11.9 ± 4.3; Low = 17.6 ± 5.2; High = 7.4 ± 2.0).
L-DOPA-induced changes in peri-event histograms indicate that specific
features of neuronal activity are modulated in a variety of ways to select for
intermediate or bite BMPs. Some of these changes could be mediated by shifting the
time at which bursts of activity occur in each neuron, or involve changes in burst
duration and spike frequency within bursts. To gain a better understanding of the ways
in which L-DOPA modified activity, we next examined the modulation of burst
properties in each of these groups of neurons by L-DOPA.
3.3.5 L-DOPA uniquely modifies the burst activity of specific subgroups of
neurons
Changes in the timing of burst activity can cause dramatic changes to the
characteristics of BMPs (e.g., Jing and Weiss, 2001). The timing of burst activity
(latency and duration) and activity within bursts (number of spikes and spike
frequency) (Fig. 3.5A) were measured for every bursting neuron in each BMP,
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allowing examination of how these features are modified by L-DOPA to switch to
intermediate and bite BMPs. For example, a decrease in burst duration and latency
combined with an increase in frequency would indicate a compression of spike activity.
On the other hand a reduction in duration without any change in frequency or latency
would indicate truncation of spike activity. For the neuronal subgroups defined above,
the timing of burst activity is shown visually in Fig. 3.5B and quantitatively in Fig. 3.5C.
We delineated the major changes induced by L-DOPA.
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Figure 3.5 L-DOPA differentially modified the burst properties of neurons.
A, A diagram depicting the measurements. The latency is the start of the first burst
overlapping with the phase. The duration is the sum of the duration of all bursts
for that neuron during the phase. The burst end time is the end of the last burst
overlapping with the phase. The number of spikes is the sum of spikes within all
the burst overlapping that phase. Frequency is the number of spikes divided by
the burst duration. B, Graphical representation of the burst timing during a BMP.
The colored box represents the median start and end time for bursts in that
treatment. The horizontal lines represent the interquartile range for the start and
end time of the bursts. The vertical grey lines in B1 indicate the median start of
protraction. The vertical grey lines in B2-B5 indicate the median end of retraction.
The vertical dotted line indicates the start of retraction. C, A matrix of the L-DOPA
induced changes in burst times and spiking activity. For display purposes, Veh
median start and duration were subtracted from the median start and duration of
either Low or High. For spiking activity, the number or frequency of spikes was
divided by the median number or frequency of spikes in Veh. * indicates
significance relative to Veh and # indicates significance relative to Low. The
sample size is the number of bursts examined.
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Protraction neurons were only modified significantly by High L-DOPA. In this
treatment group, the burst latency was reduced compared to Low L-DOPA without
any change in burst duration for either concentration. In addition, protraction neurons
had a significant increase in spike frequency within bursts. These results indicate that
the bursts in protraction neurons were shifted to an earlier time in relation to the phase
with a concomitant boost in spike activity. For retraction, Rn, and n3 neurons, Low LDOPA did not change the burst latency or the spike frequency but significantly
decreased the burst duration and the number of spikes within bursts, indicating that
the spike activity of these neurons was truncated (i.e., blocked at later time points
without affecting earlier time points) by Low L-DOPA. For Rn, n2, and n3 neurons,
High L-DOPA significantly reduced the burst latency and duration and increased the
spike frequency within bursts, suggesting that the spike activity was compressed. For
n2 neurons, Low L-DOPA significantly decreased the burst duration and increased the
spike frequency without changing the burst latency. It is interesting that despite no
apparent change in the activity histogram for n2 neurons in Low L-DOPA (Fig. 3.5B,
C), analysis of individual bursts indicates that changes in n2 were in fact occurring.
Retraction neurons treated with High L-DOPA had a decrease in burst latency and
duration and in the number of spikes, without a change in spike frequency. These
data indicate that Low and High L-DOPA modulate the timing of burst activity for
different groups of neurons in different ways. Protraction neurons are most affected
by High L-DOPA, whereas retraction, Rn, n2, and n3 projecting neurons are affected
by both Low and High L-DOPA, with Low mainly truncating activity and High mainly
compressing activity.
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3.2.6 L-DOPA preferentially activates neurons located in different regions of the
ganglia.
Previous studies in Aplysia using backfill tracing have found distinct clusters of
neurons projecting through individual nerves (Jelescu et al., 2013; Martίnez-Rubio et
al., 2009; Morton et al., 1991; Scott et al., 1991), however backfill tracing cannot
examine the distribution of neurons active at particular time points during a BMP. To
examine the spatial organization of neurons using VSD imaging of the feeding circuit
we aligned VSD images (see Methods), marked the location of bursting neurons, and
pooled the data from all experiments. Analysis of the spatial distribution indicated that
protraction, retraction, Rn, n2, and n3 projecting neurons were localized in distinct but
overlapping regions of the ganglia (Fig. 3.6). The distribution of Rn, n2, and n3
projecting neurons roughly agrees with previous observations (Jelescu et al., 2013;
Morton et al., 1991; Scott et al., 1991). We next compared the spatial distribution of
the ensemble of neurons active during BMPs in the pooled data of each treatment
group (Fig. 3.7). The locations of neurons were marked if the neuron was active with
at least one spike during the 0.5 s time bins. The spatial distribution of active neurons
varied greatly between each time bin and for each treatment. Active neurons tended
to be clustered in Low L-DOPA (for example Fig. 3.7A3e), whereas in the Veh or High
L-DOPA treated groups the neurons were more widely distributed (e.g., Fig. 3.7A4b).
The centroid and pairwise distances of the pooled data were used to quantitatively
compare the distribution of active neurons among treatment groups. A line that
tracked the centroid of all active neurons across experiments was plotted over time
(Fig. 3.7B). The centroid of the Veh group tended to be near the center of the ganglia
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while the centroids of the Low and High L-DOPA treated groups tended to be localized
more to the upper right (ventrolateral) or left (ventromedial), respectively. The path of
the centroid of the Low never overlapped with the High and only briefly overlapped
with Veh (Fig. 3.7B). This result indicates that neurons active in the different treatment
groups tended to be localized in different regions of the ganglia. The width of the
spatial distribution was measured by the average pairwise distance between neurons
for each time bin. For all treatment groups the average pairwise distance increased
shortly after the start of the retraction phase. The average pairwise distance was
reduced in the Low treated group as compared to High treated group (2 = 12.192, p
= 0.0023; Q = -3.451, p = 0.0016)v and trended towards a reduction in Low compared
to Veh (Q = -1.263, p = 0.073) indicating that the activated neurons were more tightly
clustered in the Low L-DOPA treated group. Taken together, these results indicate
that L-DOPA-induced selection of intermediate and bite BMPs recruited groups of
neurons that tended to be located in different but overlapping regions of the ganglia.
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Figure 3.6 Spatial distribution of protraction, retraction, Rn, n2, and n3 projecting
neurons.
A, Protraction neurons are clustered near the center. B, Retraction neurons are
near the upper middle. C, Rn projecting neurons are in the center upper region.
D, E, n2 and n3 neurons are in the top most region of the ganglia. Caudal surface
with the buccal commissure on the left. Scale bar is 100 m.

Figure 3.7 L-DOPA recruits neurons with different spatial distributions.
A1, Timeline of a BMP. A2 – A4, Images of the locations of all neurons activated
at the time bins indicated in (A1) from all experiments within a given treatment.
The pixels for each overlaying ROI were summed. The number at the bottom left
is the number of neurons activated. Caudal surface with the buccal commissure
on the left. Scale bar is 100 m. B, The centroid of all neurons as it progresses
through each time bin in (A1). The path increases in opacity for later time points.
The filled circle marks the mean of all the centroids. C, Mean pairwise distance
between neurons for each time bin. ** p < 0.01.
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3.3 Discussion
Combined VSD and nerve recordings of isolated buccal ganglia revealed that
Low L-DOPA biased the feeding network towards intermediate BMPs and High LDOPA biased the network towards bite BMPs, whereas Veh seemed to express
primarily rejections and swallows (Fig. 3.8A). L-DOPA is likely enhancing the release
of DA from dopaminergic neurons B65 and B20 (Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Jing and
Weiss, 2001). However, increased spontaneous release from dopaminergic afferents
is another possibility. Low and High L-DOPA induced a wide variety of effects on
neuronal activity (Figs. 3.4 – 5). The differential modulation of neurons suggests that
L-DOPA is not acting simply by enhancing or suppressing activity overall, but by
specifically modulating neurons in different ways.

Currently, it is unclear what

molecular mechanisms mediate this differential modulation. In mammals, differential
modulation is mediated at least in part by the selective expression of D1-like and D2like receptors, which have different sensitivities to dopamine (Beaulieu and
Gainetdinov, 2011). A D1-like receptor has been characterized in Aplysia (Barbas et
al., 2006) and some of the components of its downstream signaling cascade have
been examined for the identified retraction neuron B51 (Lorenzetti et al., 2008). A
genome-wide

sequencing

has

also

predicted

a

D2-like

receptor

(NCBI:

NW_004797500.1). An intriguing possibility is that neurons express different ratios of
D1 and D2-like receptors, similar to the striatum in mammals (Schultz, 2013). Low LDOPA could predominantly activate high affinity D2 receptors resulting in a switch to
intermediate BMPs, while High L-DOPA could predominantly activate low affinity D1
receptors resulting in a switch to bite BMPs.
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Figure 4.2.1 Summary of the L-DOPA effects on neuronal activity.
A, Low L-DOPA biased the selection of BMPs toward intermediates starting from
primarily rejection and to a lesser extent swallows (see Veh in Fig. 1E). High LDOPA biased the selection of BMPs towards bite BMPs. B, Summary of the
changes in activity (left) and the proposed mechanism (right). B1, Activity in Veh.
Vertical lines signify action potentials. Light grey is protraction phase. Dark grey
is retraction phase. Black line is the onset of activity of BMP terminating (Term.)
neurons. Grey outlines indicate basal conditions while black outlines indicate
enhancement. Protraction spike frequency is enhanced. B2, Activity in Low LDOPA. The burst are truncated because the terminating neurons are being
activated sooner (arrow). B3, Activity in High L-DOPA. The enhancement of
protraction neurons more rapidly activates retraction neurons.
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High L-DOPA treatment led to an increase in the number of BMPs (Fig. 3.3)
and increase in protraction neuron activity (Fig. 3.4A, 3.5B). This increase could be
due to an increase in excitability of protraction neurons. Indeed, increasing the
excitability of protraction neurons enhances the frequency of BMPs (Seiling et al.,
2014). In addition, DA increases the excitability and spike frequency of a protraction
neuron, B67 (Serrano and Miller, 2006). Increased excitability would cause these
neurons to be activated more rapidly, decreasing the burst latency (Fig. 3.8B3). The
enhanced activation of protraction neurons could, in turn, increase synaptic drive to
more rapidly activate retraction, Rn, n2, and n3 neurons, which terminate the
protraction phase by feedback inhibition (e.g., Hurwitz and Susswein, 1996). BMPs
are terminated by inhibitory neurons (e.g., B52) activated via rebound excitation at the
end of the retraction phase (Fig. 3.8B1) (Plummer and Kirk, 1990). DA also increases
the rebound excitation and sag potential in neuron B8 (Dίaz-Rίos and Miller, 2005;
Kabotyanski et al., 1998). One intriguing possibility is that Low and High L-DOPA
increase the rebound excitation of BMP-terminating neurons like B52, causing these
neurons to activate earlier, in turn terminating the activity of retraction neurons (Fig.
3.8B2-3).
The Rn projecting neuron B8 shifts from being primarily active during
protraction in rejection BMPs to being primarily active during retraction in bite and
swallow BMPs (Morton and Chiel, 1993b). Unexpectedly, we did not observe a shift
in the phase of activity in Rn projecting neurons as we did for the Rn population
activity. B8 is typically below the focal plane of our recordings. Thus, an explanation
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for this discrepancy is that the Rn projecting neurons we recorded were not likely to
be B8 and thus were not likely responsible for large unit activity in Rn.
We also found that neurons with different properties (i.e., preferred phase of
activity or axonal projections) are located in distinct but overlapping regions of the
ganglia (Fig. 3.7). Neurons with similar properties or functions may be connected with
chemical or electrical synapses, which may be facilitated by such topographical
organization. For example, the neurons B31 and B32 as well as B4 and B5 are highly
coupled to each other and are adjacent to each other (Gardner, 1977; Susswein and
Byrne, 1988). In addition, different concentrations of L-DOPA recruited ensembles of
neurons with different spatial distributions. These ensembles could be specific to the
BMPs (e.g., an intermediate or bite ensemble) or could be specific to the
concentrations of L-DOPA. A way of distinguishing between these two possibilities
would be to elicit intermediate or bite BMPs using other methods (e.g., neuropeptides
or intracellular stimulation of command-like neuron CBI-2 and CBI-11 (Wu et al.,
2014)) to examine whether the spatial distribution using other methods is similar to
those of Low or High L-DOPA. A finding of similarity would suggest that these
ensembles are specific to the BMPs and not the concentrations of L-DOPA.
We observed a general increase in rhythmic motor patterns and alterations to
motor patterns depending on the level of L-DOPA and presumably enhancement of
DA release by L-DOPA, which is similar to studies in other systems. In leech, DA
application elicits rhythmic bursts of motor neurons in a crawl-like pattern (Puhl et al.,
2008, 2012), and DA increases the rebound excitation and decreases the AHP to
different extents in two crawl-related motor neurons (Crisp et al., 2012). In lamprey,
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DA affects swim patterns in a concentration dependent manner, with low
concentrations (0.1 – 10 µM) increasing swim frequency and higher concentrations
decreasing swim behavior.

The increase in swim is due to an increase in the

excitability (via suppression of AHP) of motor neurons, edge cells, giant interneurons,
and dorsal cells, as well as a decrease in inhibition from commissural interneurons
(Kemnitz, 1997). DA evokes multirhythmic motor patterns in neonatal mice (Sharples
and Whelan, 2017) and increases the excitability of motor neurons and the
glutamatergic transmission they receive (Han et al., 2007). In the above studies, a
common theme is an enhancement in excitability due to DA-induced reduction in the
AHP. Future investigations could examine whether the increases in activity observed
in High L-DOPA in Aplysia feeding are likewise mediated by a decrease in the AHP
or modifications in additional ionic currents.

For example, in the lobster pyloric

network, bath application of DA produced opposite effects on neurons (e.g.,
enhancement of the IA current in the pyloric dilator neuron, and attenuation of this
current in the anterior burster neuron (Harris-Warrick et al., 1998).
In conclusion, the results from this study indicate that different levels of DA
enhancement modulate neurons in distinct ways in order to bias the feeding circuit
toward specific motor patterns. Additional analysis revealed characteristic alterations
in the burst properties and spatial distribution of recruited neurons. Understanding DA
modulation of the Aplysia feeding central pattern generating network may help to
improve understanding of DA modulation of more complex networks in the vertebrate
CNS.
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Identifying neurons using combined VSD imaging and extracellular
nerve recording
4.1 Hypothesis and rationale
VSD imaging can be used to simultaneously record spike activity in tens to
hundreds of neurons, which provides opportunities to understand the dynamics of
activity of a large number of neurons. To capitalize on the advantages of this high
throughput recording, it is necessary to identify the neurons being recorded to
understand the consequences of the observed changes in activity. In mammals, the
identification process is aided by the use of genetic techniques to target specific
subtypes. Although such genetic resources are currently unavailable for the Aplysia
nervous system, this model system does have a well characterized neurocircuitry,
providing the necessary information to identify neurons. Indeed, the phasic activity of
51 neurons within the feeding circuitry has been characterized, and 47 of these
neurons have their morphology and axonal projections delineated. Previous research
in the feeding network of Aplysia combined extracellular nerve and VSD recordings to
characterize neuronal projections of neurons (Morton et al. 1991), but did not attempt
to identify the recorded neurons. In this study, VSD and extracellular nerve recordings
were combined to identify neurons and ascertain their role in feeding motor patterns.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Catalogue of feeding CPG neurons
As a first step to identifying neurons, a catalogue of previously identified
neurons was compiled. This catalogue consisted of the phase of activity during a
BMP, the axonal projections, and location of the neuron (caudal or rostral). A map of
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the location of neurons on each side of the hemiganglia was also created to aid in the
identification process (Fig. 5.1).
The phasic activity was categorized as having one of eight possible
configurations. Each configuration specified whether the neuron was active in one or
more of the phases of the BMP (i.e., protraction, retraction, or post-retraction). For
example, one category included neurons which have been observed to be inactive in
all three phases. Another category included neurons which could be active only during
the retraction phase. For example, B51 can fit in two categories because it can be
either inactive in all three phases (e.g., during rBMPs) or be active in only the retraction
phase (e.g., during iBMPs) (Evans and Cropper, 1998; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b;
Plummer and Kirk, 1990). Some neurons only fit in one category. For example, B64
is always active during a BMP and this activity is always restricted to the retraction
phase (Hurwitz and Susswein, 1996).

The catalog includes all known activity

configurations observed for all identified neurons. A map of the primary activity
configuration of each identified neuron is provided in Fig. 5.1A. A superficial analysis
of this catalogue revealed that 25 identified neurons can be inactive during a BMP, 26
neurons can be active only during retraction, and 22 neurons can be active only during
the protraction phase.
Next the projections were catalogued for the identified neurons.

The

projections of neurons were derived from neural tracing diagrams or extracellular
nerve recordings of previous publications. Neurons which did not have the axonal
projections characterized were assumed, for simplicity, to not have any axonal
projections through the nerves. In total, there are 14 nerves. 51% of neurons send an
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axonal projection through a single ipsilateral nerve while only 17% of neurons send a
single projection through a contralateral nerve. 13% of neurons send an axonal
projection through a single contralateral and a single ipsilateral nerve. One neuron
sends an axonal projection through three ipsilateral and three contralateral nerves.
This distribution of projections suggests that information on the projections could aid
in the identification of neurons.
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Figure 4.1 Catalog of all the identified neurons in the buccal ganglia.
A, Phase and location of identified neurons in the buccal ganglia. Key: Coloring
scheme of the phase map. Each column corresponds to a phase of the pattern.
Each row is a group of neurons. Colored circle indicates that this group of neurons
is active in this phase. B, Projection configuration of all identified neurons in the
buccal ganglia. Key: Coloring scheme of the projection map. Columns correspond
to specific nerves. Colored circle indicates that this group of neurons has a
projection through this nerve.
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4.2.2 Neurons could be identified in VSD recordings
Once the catalogue was compiled, methods were developed to detect axonal
projections of neurons in VSD recordings and determine the phasic activity for each
recorded neuron. The categorization of phasic activity is discussed in Section 3.2.7
and the identification of axonal projections is discussed in Section 3.2.5. Then, an
analysis pipeline was generated to indicate the candidate identified neurons the
recorded neuron is likely to be. The final step required human supervision where the
identity of the neuron was chosen among the candidates based upon the relative
position within the ganglia.
In the first step of the pipeline, the phase of activity was determined. Any
neuron whose list of known activity configurations did not include that of the recorded
neuron was removed as a potential candidate. For example, if the recorded neuron
was designated as only active during retraction, then all except 26 neurons were
removed from the list of candidates, because only 26 neurons have a published
recording of being active during retraction.
determined for the recorded neuron.

Next the axonal projections were

For example, if an axonal projection was

detected in the ipsilateral n2 for this neuron then 18 of the 26 neurons were removed
from the list of candidate neurons leaving only 8 neurons. Thus, based on just the
phase of activity and the detection of an axonal projection in a single nerve narrowed
the possible candidates from 51 neurons to 8 neurons. If an axonal projection was
also detected in the contralateral Bn2, then the list of possible candidates is narrowed
down to just 4 neurons (B6, B9, B10, B44). Finally, if an axonal projection is detected
in Rn then B44 is the only possible candidate because neither B6, B9, nor B10 send
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an axonal projection through this nerve. However, if no other axonal projections are
detected then spatial information is needed to determine the identity of the neuron.
So, if the recorded neuron is on the far upper right of the ganglia, then B10 is the most
likely candidate. If, on the other hand, the recorded neuron is on the far lower left of
the ganglia, then the neuron is likely to be a new neuron which has yet to be identified.
It is currently thought that roughly half of the neurons within the CPG have not been
characterized, so the likelihood that the recorded neuron is a new unidentified neuron
is approximately 50%. It should be noted that only positive detections of axonal
projections were considered informative, the lack of a detection in the recorded neuron
was not considered informative and did not exclude candidates because many factors
(e.g., recording noise) could cause a bona fide axonal projection to be missed.
This method enabled the identification of 11 neurons in a single recording (Fig.
5.2) indicating that this method is potentially effective in identifying neurons. Some of
these identifications are more certain than others. For example, the identification of
neurons B4 and B5 is unmistakable, however differentiating B6, B9, and B10 is
challenging, thus B6 might be mistaken for B9 or vice versa. Nevertheless, this
provides a proof of principle that similar methods can be used to identify neurons in a
VSD recording.
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Figure 4.2 Identification of neurons recorded by VSD.
A, Image of ganglia showing the pixels that were averaged to obtain the recordings
for each neuron. The colors of each neuron in the image are arbitrary. B, Example
raster plot of a VSD recording (bottom) aligned with nerve recordings (top) during
multiple feeding patterns. Each vertical line indicates an action potential detected
by VSD. The numbers preceded by a B are neurons that were identified by
searching the catalog in Fig. 5.1 for neurons with similar position, phasic activity
and the projections as the recorded neuron. Cells that were not identified are
arbitrarily labeled with lower case letters. The colors of the spikes correspond to
the phase the neuron was active.
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4.3 Discussion
This study has established the groundwork for identifying neurons within the
buccal ganglia using combined VSD imaging and extracellular nerve recordings. As
a first step, a catalogue of the properties of all the identified neurons was created.
This catalogue included the configuration of activity of the identified neurons, the
axonal projections and the position of each neuron. This information was then used
to identify 11 neurons in a 2 min VSD recording. A map of the identified neurons and
their known projections is provided in Fig. 4.3A. Once the neurons are identified, the
literature can be searched for synaptic connections that exist between the neurons.
For example, as mentioned in the introduction, B4 and its pair B5 send inhibitory
connections to nearly every neuron, whereas B36 and B44 connection with other
neurons in this recording have yet to be observed. In this manner, the underlying
synaptic connections of the recording network can be obtained indirectly through
identifying the recorded neurons.
Although this method identified many neurons, a few neuronal features were
neglected that may further benefit identification in VSD recordings. One neglected
feature is the size and shape of the identified neuron. Occasionally, in this study, the
size of the neuron was used by the experimenter to distinguish between neurons but
this was not systematically implemented. The size can be a major distinguishing
feature. For example, neuron B4 is large but neuron B51 is very small, so these
neurons could be distinguished from each other by size alone.

In addition, the

identification method in this study used a very simple method for characterizing
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activity. Activity was encoded in binary form: a neuron was either active during
retraction (“1”) or it was inactive during retraction (“0”). Many neurons display different
levels of activity during motor patterns. For instance, compare neuron B5 and neuron
f in Fig. 4.2. Additionally, many neurons start at different times during retraction (see
Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 4.2), therefore future methods should also use the timing of activity
to identify neurons. Furthermore, many neurons (e.g., B4, B8, and B51) are active at
different levels during different BMP types (e.g., Church and Lloyd, 1994; Evans et al.,
1998; Jing and Weiss, 2001; Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b; Proekt
et al., 2007; Sasaki et al., 2009; Teyke et al., 1993). Therefore, comparing the relative
levels of activity of each neuron between BMP types could aid in the identification of
the recorded neurons.

Lastly, this method could be combined with the

neurocartography methods pioneered by William Kristan and colleagues (Frady et al.,
2016; Kapoor et al., 2015). These methods may be useful in future studies to examine
how learning processes like OC modify the activity of identified neurons.
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Figure 4.3 Neuron identification reveals the functional role of each neuron.
A, The projection configuration of each identified neuron. The color scheme
legend is on the bottom right. B, The synaptic connections of the identified
neurons. Information on the connectivity was derived from previous publications.
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Discussion and Future Directions
The studies presented here investigated the modulation of a neuronal circuit by
L-DOPA and by a DA-dependent form of learning, OC, using VSD recordings or
electrophysiological recordings respectively. In addition, the groundwork was laid for
identifying neurons in VSD recordings. The results indicate that OC decreased the
excitability of B4 and the B4-to-B51 synaptic connection with a trend towards an
enhancement of the B4-to-B8 synaptic connection, and possibly increased the B8 sag
potential. The results did not indicate a change in B8 excitability or the B51-to-B8
synaptic connection. A summary of these changes is provided in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Summary of the OC induced changes in the Feeding CPG
A, The naïve circuit. B, The OC changes observed in (Nargeot et al., 1999a,b;
Seiling et al., 2009) and the results presented in this dissertation. The combined
increase in excitability and disinhibition of B51 results in an enhanced B8 activity
during retraction. Blue highlights retraction neurons, orange highlights protraction
neurons, and purple highlights the B8 closure neuron. Thicker lines indicate
enhancement and lighter shaded lines indicate reduction. Enhancement and
reduction is also indicated by green upward arrows and red downward arrows,
respectively.
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The above results indicated that OC reduced the excitability of B4.

An

unresolved issue is which signaling cascades are responsible for the B4 changes in
excitability.

In B51, Ca2+-dependent PKC and D1 receptor-activated GTPase

converge onto adenylyl cyclase leading to an enhancement of cAMP production and
the activation of PKA (Lorenzetti et al., 2008). One possibility is that the B51 and B4
excitability changes are mediated by a similar signaling cascades and that the
direction of excitability change is determined by downstream processes. Another
possibility is that B51 express D1-like receptors that activate stimulatory G-proteins,
whereas B4 expresses D2-like receptors that activate inhibitory G-proteins, similar to
differential modulation of striatal neurons (Tritsch and Sabatini, 2012). In B4, the
activation of D2-like receptors combined with a small increase in Ca2+ due to electrical
activity could lead to the activation of phosphatases such as the Ca2+-activated protein
phosphatase 2B, or to activation of PKC. Measuring the changes in B4 excitability
induced by adenylyl cyclase activators (e.g., forskolin), protein phosphatase inhibitors
(e.g., okadaic acid), or PKC inhibitors would help to determine whether these signaling
cascades are involved in changes in B4 excitability.
The propensity of a neuron towards increases or decreases in excitability could
be determined by interactions between the level of Ca2+ entry and the proportion of
D1 and D2-like receptors. Thus, the timing between neuronal activation (Ca2+ entry)
and DA could be an important factor in determining the direction of the changes in
excitability, as suggested by Reynolds and Wickens (2002). The single-cell B4 OC
analogue has the ability to test the relationship between the direction of excitability
change and the B4 stimulation intensity and duration and the timing of DA. A future
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experiment might vary the B4 stimulation intensity and duration, and measure the
changes in excitability. A reasonable hypothesis is that low intensities and duration
simulation paired with DA would reduce excitability whereas high intensity and long
duration stimulation paired with DA would enhance in excitability. Another experiment
could measure the changes in excitability while varying the delay of DA iontophoresis.
A reasonable hypothesis is that short delays enhance excitability whereas longer
delays reduce excitability.

The rationale for these hypotheses is that weaker

stimulation might result in lower intracellular Ca2+ concentrations than strong
stimulation, activating distinct signaling cascades. Adding N-, P/Q-, or T- type Ca2+
channel blockers, or Ca2+ chelators, would provide insight into the relationship of Ca2+
and the excitability changes induced by DA.
The molecular mechanisms underlying the changes in the B4-to-B8 and B4-toB51 synapses is unclear. If B4 does have a higher concentration of D2 receptors,
then it is possible that the decrease in the B4-to-B51 synaptic strength may be due to
G-protein mediated decreases in ACh release via a reduction in N- and P/Q-type Ca2+
conductances. Another possibility is a reduction in ACh receptor expression. The
increase in B4-to-B8 synaptic connection could be mediated by an increase in the
expression or conductance properties of the post synaptic receptors.
It is likely that B4, B30, B51, B63 and B65 are not the only neurons modified
by OC. Additional possibilities include two recently identified neurons B70 and B71
(Sasaki et al., 2009, 2013). B70 inhibits B51 and B8 whereas neuron B71 inhibits B4
and excites B8. B70 and B71 are electrically coupled to B51 and B64 (Sasaki et al.,
2009, 2013). Because B51 and B71 are the only two retraction neurons known to
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excite B8, changes in the excitability of B71 or its synaptic connection could greatly
affect B8 activity during retraction. In addition, many protraction neurons (e.g., B20,
B30, B34, B40 and B65 have slow excitatory connection to B8. These connections
induce PSPs that last for seconds and extend into the retraction phase. Increases in
the strength of these slow connections or in the excitability of the presynaptic neuron
could also activate B8 to a greater extent during retraction.
The results presented in this dissertation also indicate that VSD imaging can
be used to simultaneously record the activity of many neurons in the buccal ganglia.
These recordings indicated that a high concentration of L-DOPA increased bite BMPs
and that this change correlated with an increase in the level of protraction neuron
activity and decrease in the duration of protraction and retraction neuron activity. A
logical continuation would be to use VSD imaging to record neuronal activity after OC,
to compare the effects of OC on neuronal activity with the changes observed after LDOPA application. OC increases B51 activity, which prolongs the retraction phase
(Nargeot et al., 1999a,b). Therefore, OC is expected to increase the duration of
retraction neuron activity rather than decrease it. Through electrical coupling, B51
can also drive activity in retraction neurons. Therefore, an increase in the level of
retraction neuron activity is also expected to occur with OC. OC also increases the
excitability of protraction neurons B30, B63, and B65, so we would predict that VSD
recording of OC would observe an increase the level of protraction neuron activity.
This dissertation also provided the groundwork for identifying buccal ganglia
neurons in a VSD recordings. This method was used to identify up to 11 neurons in
a single recording. Future methods could incorporate more information about the
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dynamics of neuronal activity to facilitate neuron identification. The method could
allow for a deeper, more informative, analysis of L-DOPA and OC induced changes.
For example, changes in the activity of neurons could be tracked by VSD in multiple
preparations. Then, conventional electrophysiological techniques could be used to
verify these changes and investigate whether the changes in activity are the result of
modification of intrinsic biophysical properties or upstream processes.
The results presented in this dissertation indicate that OC not only increases
the excitability but also decreases the excitability and synaptic connections of neurons
in the feeding CPG of Aplysia. The results also characterized the changes in activity
induced by the DA precursor L-DOPA and established a method for identifying
neurons in VSD recordings. These results provide a thorough investigation of the
modulation of the feeding CPG by DA and DA-dependent forms of learning. The
characterization of these changes in a tractable system like Aplysia gives insight into
other more complex systems which may be modified in similar ways by DA and DAdependent learning.
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